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AN INVESTIGATION OF SINGLE- AND DUAL-ROTATION PROPELLERS AT POSITIVE AND 
NEGATIVE THRUST, AND IN COMBINATION WITH AN NACA I -SERIES 
D-TYPE COWLING AT MACH NUMBERS UP TO 0.84 1 
By R OBERT :-r. REYNOLDS, R OBER'£ 1. SAMMOXDS, and JOHN II. \\" ALKER 
SUMM ARY 
An investigation has been made to determin the aerodynamic 
characieri tics oj the A L1 4-(5) (05)-041 jour-blade, single-
rotation propeller and the NA L1 4-(5) (05)-037 ix- and 
eight-blade, dual-rotation propeller in combination with 
vatioug ,pinn rs and 1\ AC A D-type spinner-cowling combina-
tions at .JIach number up to 0.84. Propeller force characteri -
tics, local velocity distribution in the propellel' plane , inlet 
pres ute recovel'ie, and static-pI' ssure distribution on the 
cowling surjace were mea wed jor a wide Tange oj blade 
angle, advance Tatio , and inlet-velocity Tatios. Included are 
data howing: (a) the effect of extended cylindrical pinner 
on the characteri tics oj the singl -rotation propeller, (b) the 
effect oj variation of the d1jference in blade angle setting between 
the jront and rear components oj the dual-rotation propell l' , 
(c) the negative- and tatic-thrust chaTacteristic oj the propellers 
willi, 1- el"ies spinner, and (d) the effect oj ideal- and platform-
type propeller-spinner junctures on the pres ure-recovery 
chaTacteristic oj the single-rotation propeller-spinner-cowling 
combination. All test were made at an angle oj attack oj 0°, 
and, except jor the static-thru t data, were made at Reynold 
numbers oj 1.5 and 1.0 million per joot, respectively, for the 
ingle- and dual-rotation propeller-spinner-cowling combina-
tions. A description oj the 1000-hor epower propeller dyna-
mometer u ed to obtain the data i also included in the report. 
The highest Mach number at which the propellers with the 
ADA 1- eries spinner operated without marked compres-
sibility losses wa about 0.7. The maximum efficiencies of the 
propellers at this Mach number were 79, 83, and 82 percent, 
respectively, for the four-, six-, and eight-blade propellers at a 
blade angle of 65°. The re ult indicate that for operation of 
th6 propeller at Mach number greater than about 0.8, highest 
efficiencie would be obtained at lower advance mtio and lower 
blade angle . 
ub tantiaUy hi gher efficiencies were obtained j01' the ADA 
4-(5) (05)-041 propeller with extended cylindrical spinners as 
compared to tho e obtained for the propeller with an A.l1 
1- erie pinner, amounting to a much a 15 percent at the 
highe t Mach number and blade angle of the te is. Due to the 
apparent ina a e in propeller thrust as ociated with javomble 
interference effects of the cowling on theflowfield at the propeller, 
maximum efficiencies obtained with the single- and dual-rota-
tion propeller operating in the pre ence oj the cowlings wel'e 
higher at all Mach number and blade angle than those jor the 
isolated propeller- pinner combinations. 
Addition of the propeller, with platform-type propeller-
spinner juncture , to the spinner-cowling combinations resulted 
in a con iderable decrease in pressure recovery at the inlet. 
At a B(fach number of O. and at the de ign inlet-velocity ratio, 
Tam-recovery ratios of about O. 7 were obtained jor the various 
propeller-spinner-cowling combinations, as compared to re-
covery ratios oj about 0.96 with the propeller removed. 
INTRODUCTIO 
Possible appli ation of th turbine-propeller type of power 
plant for moderately hiO"h- peed long-range airplane has 
led to a need for data concerning the characteri tic of 
propeller and propelkr- pinner-cowling combination uit-
able for usc with large turbine engine in thi spec 1 I' gime. 
Two general problem arc involved, that of obtaining ati-
factory propeller p rformance, and that of providing effLCient 
ail' induction to the turbine engines. 
Propellers driven by modern high-power gas-turbine 
engine must perform satisfactorily throughout a wiele speed 
range, from tatic and ncar staLic conditions Lo Jljgh ub onic 
peed, at either po iLive or negative Lhru t. The large 
thru t at low peed, re ulLing in a reduction in Lake-off run, 
constitute one of the greate t advantage of the turbine-
propeller combination over other mean of aircraft 
propul ion. Inter t in propeller performan in the 
ncgative-thru t range tern from the de ire to utilize the 
negative thru t for landing and maneuvering, and to cal-
culate and provide conLrols for the alleviation of the large 
drag forces whicb re ult in the event of an engine failure. 
Many inve tigation have been conducted in recent years, 
uch a those reported in reference 1 to 5, Lo determine the 
effect of compre sibility, blade thicknes ratio , and camber 
on the high- peed performance of two-blade, ingle-rotation 
propeller with cylindrical pinners . However, tbe data 
from the e to t do not permit the a se ment of the effect 
on performance of either practical pinner in tallations or 
the high soliclitie required to ab orb large hoI' epower . 
H igh-solidity, dual-roLation propeller, in pite of the ad-
vantage of malleI' diameter, ab ence of reaction torque, 
1 Summarl1,es the results oC NACA RM's A54J22 by Robert I. Sammonds and Robert M. Reynolds, 1955; AMGl3 by John H. Walker and Robert M. Reynolds, 1954; A53B06 by Robert 
M. Reynolds, Robert 1. am monds, and George C. Kenyon, 1953; A52DOIa by Robert I. am monds, and Ashley J. Molk, 1952; A52I19a by Robert M. Reynolds, Donald A. RUell, and John 
H. Walker, 1952. 
1 
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Ie 110i e, and theoreLically greater emeien c~· over ingle-
rotation propellers capabl of ab orbing equal power, have 
received only limited re earch e[ort, such a the inve Liga-
tion reported in reference G for a high advance-ratio design. 
Data on the tatic- and 11egative-tJU'ust charactel'i tic of 
propellcrs are also somewhaL limited. The mo t l' cent data 
on the tatic characterist ic of a two-blad e, ingle-rotation 
propeller are reported in reference 7, and the resull of 
preyiou inve tigaLion of numerou single- and dual-rotation 
propeller arc correlated in refelence . A number of l' ports 
relating Lo the performance of propeller operating at negalive 
lhru t arc available, buL mo I, of the data, such a tho e 
reported in reference 9, arc for propeller of older de ign and 
were obtained only at low pee Is. 
The effICiency of the air-inducLion y tem ha a large 
eft' ct on the power and fuel eco nomy of a gas-turbin e elwine, 
as analyzed in reference 10. In lhe ea e of the propellel'-
spinnel'-co\\·ling combinalion, the induction efftcicncy can 
be quite Iowa arc ult of inlerference effects of lhe propeller 
blade shanl· and pre me losse in the spinner boundar." 
layer. R eference 11 pre en ls a procedure, from lhe re ulL 
of te ls at loW' peed, for the eleclion of D-t'y'pe pinner-
cowling combinations for specific high- peed requiremen t 
the validily of which ha been subsequen tly shown for high 
speed in reference 12. The only data available showing 
1,11 e[ects of propeller operation and propeller- pinn er-
juncture co nfiguration on Lhe in ternal-f10w characterislic of 
pinner-cowling combinalion of this type have been reporled 
in reference 13 an 1 14. 
An inve liO'ation ha bcen made in the Ame 12-foot 
pre ure wind tunnel Lo provide additional data useful in 
the de ign and development of propellers and propeller-
spinner-co,ding combinatio n for application at hiO'h ub-
sonic sp eel. Pre nted herein arc force-te t resulL for 
the following configuratio ns: (a) the NAGA 4-(5)(05)- 041 
four-blade, ingle-rotation propeller and the I AGA 
4-(5) (05)-037 six-, and eight-blade, dual-rotation propeller 
operating at po itive thru t with JAGA 1- cries I inne1's 
and with NAGA D-type pinner-cowling combination , (b) 
the JAGA 4-(5)(05)- 041 propeller at positive Lhl'u t with 
extended cylindrical pinners, and (c) lhe KAGA 
4-(5) (05)-041 and 4-(5) (05)-037 propeller with .l. TAGA 
1- cries pinner operating at 11 egative thru t and at near 
tatic condition. Included arc r esults of mea uremenLs of 
the internal pressw'e-recovery characteristics of the pl'opeller-
pinner-cowling combination , urface pressure di tribut ion 
on the co wlings, and local velocity di tribution in the 
propeller plane of the combinations. 
The tests were co nducted at N[ach l1lunbers up to O. 4, 
for a wide range of blade angle and inlet-velocity ratio . 
All tests were made at an angle of attack of 0° and, except 
for the static-thru t elata, \\·ere made at R eynold number 
of 1.5 and 1.0 million per foot , re pectively, for the single- an 1 
dual-rotation propeller-spinner-cowlinO' combination 
SYMBOLS 
a speed of sound / ILls c 
b blade width, ft 
B number of blade 
















pre Lire coem ient, p l-P 
q 
ffi · P power co lCWD t, 3D" pn 
h ffi · T t I'll I, coe 1clOnL, ~D~ pn 
pinner diamet r, in. 
propeller diameler, fL 
ma:-..'imum thickne of blade ection, fL 
bor epower 
d . 1'e a vance raLlO, - D 
II 
r 1Iach number, -
a 
tip Mach number, llJ-J 1+ ; : 
propeller roLalional speed, l'pS 
tatic pressure,2 Ib/sq ft 
toLal pl'essul'e/ Ibt q ft 
ram-recovery ratio 
power, fL-lbj ec 
pP dynamic pre LIre, 2' Ib/sq It 
l'acl ius from cen tel' of 1'0 ta tion 
propeller tip l'adiu , ft 
propeller di c area, sq It 
thrust, Ib 
thl'U t coefficien t, 1!D? P • -
ail'- tream velocity/ ftl ec 
quivalent free-air velocity (ail'- tream velocity cor_ 
rected for tunnel-wall constraint on the propeller 
lipst1'eam), ILl ec 
inlet-velocity ratio 
di tance along the longitudinal ari from any r efer-
ence, uch as the leadin g edge of the pinner or 
cowl, in. 
total length along the longitudinal ari of any com-
ponent of the model, uch a the pinner or cowl, 
in. 
propeller blade angle at 0.75 R 
design propeller ection blade angle 
difference in bla Ie angle between the fron t and I' ar 
components of th dual-rotation propeller, 
{3p-{3n 
rc . CT J 
em ClOncy, C
p 
rna den ity of ai1'/ lug leu ft 
SUB CR(PTS 
1 r ake location in cowling inlet 
c cowl 
cr critical, corresponding to a local Mach number of 1.0 
F front component of dual-rotation propeller 
t cowling inner lip 
, As used herein, values of p, p., 1', a, and p appearing without subscripts refer to conditions 
in the wind·tullllel air stream at (I datum velocity that Is uncorrected for wind·tUDllel·W'all 
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10 al 
llla}"'lmUm 
rear omponcnL of dual-rotaLion propeller 
pinner 
APPARATUS 
PROPELLER DY AMOMETER 
cus ion of th result of calibraLion of Lhe thl'u t gage, 
torquemeters, and tunn el airstream in Lhe vicini Ly of the 
dynamometer, is given in Lhe appendix. 
PROPELLERS 
, ketche , coordinates, and phoLograph of the 1000-hor e-
power proIJell r dynamometer wilh Lhe NACA 1- cries and 
extended ylindrical spinners used in the e tests in the Am s 
12-fooL pressme wind Lunnel arc presenLed in figme 1. A 
detailed de. cription of the dynamometer, including a eli -
The geometric characteri tics of the NACA 4- (5)(05) - 041 
four-blade, ingle-rotation propeller and the NACA 4-
(5) (05)- 037 si..'{- and eight-blade, dual-rotation propellers 
were establi heel, through usc of the charls of reference 15, 
for minimum indue 1 nergy 10 se for operation at advance 
ratio of 3.7 and 4.2, respectively. NACA 16- eric blade 




____ _ ._.Tunnel 
:' wall 
Floor f lat 82.0 
Note' Dimensions shown in inches 
COORDINATES OF THE DYNAMOMETER WITH THE 7.10-INCH-DlAMET!R, I-SERIES SPINNER 
(Coordlnal .. In Incho.) 
Dt.lane. Radlu. Dt.lance Radtu. DI.lance Radtu. Distance Radtu. 
from from from from from trom from from 
nose 01 center oJ. noae of center 01 nose of center of noa8 at center of 
spinner, rotation, spinner, rotation, spinner, rotatton, .plnner I rotation, 
x r x r x r x r 
0.000 0.000 3.995 2. 593 29.413 3.626 48.53 8.55 
. 086 .336 5.075 2.898 29.913 3.675 50.21 8.81 
.270 • e97 5.048 3. 122 30.413 3. 749 95.96 13.00 
.486 . 827 7.992 3.437 30.913 3.850 99.46 13.00 
.864 l.ue 8.856 3. e23 31. 413 3.978 171.46 13.00 
1.296 1. 44S 9.936 3. e87 31. 892 4.126 191. 46 12.47 
I. 729 1.568 lQ. e84. 3. e99 40. ge5 7. 188 211.46 10. 78 
2.052 1.847 110.800 3.500 42 . 8eO 7.650 231.46 8.00 
2.484 2.040 28.691 3.500 H.770 B. OeD 251. 46 4. 06 
3. 024 2.2e6 28. 913 3. 50S 48. 590 a. 380 265.46 0.00 
lEnd of l-eeries splnner profile; cylindrical portion of .pinner extends to x. 13.73. 
94.0 
Tunnel 
.. / ---.- wal l 
End of 
test section --- -----z/I,-
---~~~ 
84.0 ---+----87.6 ---+--5 
20.0 
Note : Dimen sions shown in inches 
(a) General arrangement. 
(b) Coordinate of the dynamometer with the 7.2-ineh-diameter, l -serie pinner. 
(c) Dynamometer with ext nde I cyl indrical pinner_ 
Elevation 
FIGURE] .- Sketches, coordinates, and photographs of the lOOO-horsepower propeller dynamometer in the Ame 12-foot pres ure wind tunnel. 
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(d) Four-bladc propeller a nd 7.2-inch-dia melcr, 1- eri e pinner 
insta ll cd on dynamom eter. 
(e) Four-bladc propell er and extend cd cylindrica l pinner in l alled on 
dynamometer. 
(f) ix-bladc propcller a nd 6.5 1-inch-diamcter, 1- cri s pinner 
ins ta llcd on dyn a mometcr. 
FI CURE l.--Concluclecl . 
---------- -- ._- - ---------- -------~ 
-_.- ---------~ 
SI GLE- D D AL-ROTATIO PROPELLERS AT POSITIVE A r D NEGA'.rIVE T HR S'1' A'1' MACH NUMBER UP '1' 0 O. 4 5 
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r--- I-- "'-, ~ J 1\ 
V " ~ .04 60 . 1 
(b) I'-~ ~ 
.060 
o .1 .2 .3 .5 .8 .4 .7 .9 .6 o 
Fraction of tip rad ius, rlR 
(a) N A A 4-(5)(05)-041 four-blade, ingle-rotation propell r. 
(b) I ACA 4-(5) (05)-037 ix- and eight-blade, dual-rotation propellers. 
FIG URE 2.- Propeller blade-form curves. 
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ical de ignalion of the propeller al' as ociaLcd wiLh Lhe 
characterisLics of lhe blade eclion at 0.70 of the lip radius. 
For example, the designation NAOA 4-(5) (05)-041 for the 
four-blade, single-rotation propeller indicate a 4-foot-
diameter propeller having a ection c1 esign lift codftcien t of 
0.50, a eclion thickness ratio of 0.05, and a section olidity 
per blade of 0.041 at 0.70 lip radius. The blade-width 
ratio, thickne ratios, ection de ign lift coefficient, and 
twist disLribution for the three propellers arc shown by the 
blade-form curves in figure 2. The broken ClUTes in figure 2, 
for t.he fOlU'-blade propeller, indicaLe moclifi.catiolis made Lo 
the inboard portions of the blades to adapt them to various 
spmners. 
Except for tolal solidity, the N'AOA 4-(5) (05)-037 ix-
blade, dual-rotati.on propeller was identical Lo the eigbt-
blade propeller. 
SPINNER A D SPINNER-COWLING COMBINA nONS 
For te t of the propellers alotle, thaL i , wililOUL cowling, 
spinners with NAOA I-series no e ections (ref. 11) and cylin-
drical afLerbodies were used in an attempt to provide a 
nearly uniform tream for the inboard ecLions of the blade. 
The spinner used \\'ith the four-blade propeller had a maxi-
mum diameter of 7.2 inche and a tolal length of 13.73 
inche , with a 10. -inch-long no e section contoured to the 
AOA 1- cries profile. The dual-rotation propellers were 
tested \\-ith a pinner hayinO' a maximlilll diameter of 6.51 
inche and a t.otallength of 22 .71 inches, \\'ith a 9.77-inch-
long no e section contoured t.o the N'ACA I-series profile . 
ketcht's of these spinner, designated 1'(' pectivcl.,- a the 
7.2-inch-diameter and 6.51-inch-diamcter, 1-serie pll1ners, 
ar shown in figure 3. 
All dimensions in Inches 
Propeller blodes in developed pion fOfm 
Spinners ore contoured to the NACA I-series profi le 
Plotforms ol ine with blodes when I3F=65° ond I3R=64 .2° 
24.00 
End of I-series 
contour t= 10.8_0_<-+,*",..---.,..--, 
~13;3~ 
FIGURE 3.-Sketches of the propeller with:t\ ACA 1- erips . pinner . 
The four-blade, single-rotation propeller \\'a also tested 
in combination with two cylindrical spin ner, extended 
approximately 14 feet ahead of the propeller as shown in 
figure 1. 'J'hese spinners were 7.2 and 12.0 inches in diameter, 
and are de ignatecl as the 7.2- and 12.0-inch-cliametel', ex-
tended cylindrical pinner. The nose portion of these 
spinner \\-ere AOA I-series boclie of revolution having 
lengths equal to three times the maximum spinner diameLers. 
N A A 1- cries, D-type pin n r-cowling combinaLion for 
1.1 e with Lhe single- and dual-roLaLion propellel' were 
selecLed for a critical ;,Iach number of 0.75 using th cbarL 
and de ignation of reference 11. The following combinations 
were cho en: 
Propeller pinner CO\\'!ing 
ingle roLation _____ KACA 1- ,16.5- 0-17 XAC.\.J -62. - 070 
Dual roLation ____ _ :-JACA 1- -+6.5- 0 5 XAC,\'1-62. - 070 
The KAOA 1- 62. - 070 cowlings were elected Lo operate 
aL inleL-YClociLy ratios of 0.42 and 0.50 for the ingle- and 
dual-roLation cowlings, respectively. Both cowling in-
corporaLed A A 1- eri inner-lip fairing to avoid epara-
tion of the ail' 110w from the inner lip at high inleL-velocit.,-
raLios. The NAOA 1- 46.5- 047 and 1-46.5- 0 5 spinners \\-ero 
chosen as the smalle t spinners thaL would enelo e, re pec-
Linl)', repre entative ingle- and dual-rotation propeller hub 
a semblies. ,ketches, coordinates, and photographs of the 
propeller-spinner-cowling combinations arc hown in fjO'ure 4. 
PROPELLER-SPIN ER J NCTUR!;;S 
Two Lype of propeller-spinner juncture , de ignaLed as 
ideal and plaLform junctures, were used in the e te t . 
The ideal type of juncture was formed by ext.ending the 
propeller blade wiLh filler block to the udace of Lhe spinn r 
and scaling all gaps. Thi L)'])e of juncture required a 
separate et of filler block for each blade-angle eLting. 
The platform-type juncture con isLed of airfoil- hapedland , 
moun te 1 inteO'rally with the pinner at a fLxcd angle and 
of sufficient heiO'hL Lo place the gap betw('en the land and 
the propeller blade outside the pinncr boundary layer. 
Sketche of Lhe plaLfonn juncLure u cd in the e Le tare 
hown in figures 3 ancl 4. IL ma)' be noted that the urIace 
of the platform and propeller blade that bound the gap 
on the ingle-rolation propeller ,,-ith the XA A 1-46.5- 047 
pinner and on the dual-rotation propellers ,,-ith the 6.51-
inch-diameter, 1- cries pinner were formed by plane 
tran vel' e to the blade axi. In contrast, for the dual-
rotaLion prop lle1's with Lhe T AOA 1-46.5- 0 5 spinner, Lhe 
sm-fa e of the platform and propeller blade that bound the 
gap were formed by rotating the urface clement defined 
by the platform coordinates, tabulated in figure 4, about 
the axis of the propeller blacle in order that the gap beLween 
the platform and blade remain unchanged a the blade angle 
was varied. The platforms were et to aline wiLh the 
propeller blade secLion aL a blade angl etting of 60° for 
the ingle-rotation propeller, and at blacle angle eLLing of 
65° and 64.2°, re peclivcly, for Lhe fronL and rear componenLs 
of th dual-rotation propeller. 
PI !;;R-COWLt G INSTRUME TATION 
Foul' toLal-head rake and Lwo stati -pre sure rak , 
located in the cowling a shown in figure 4, were used Lo 
mea ure the inlet Lotal and stalic pI' ure u cd in computi11O' 
ram-)'ecoyery and inl L-v 10 ity ratio. The total-head rake 
were located 90° aparL in the inlet and were hielcled aO'ain L 
circumferential flow component by mean of cambered 
aU'foil , as described in reference 16, spanning Lhe annular 
duct. The Latic-pres ure rak s were 10 atcd 1 0° apart, 
-- ------ - - ----------' 
SINGLE- ADD AL-ROTATIO PROPELLERS AT POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE THRUS1.' AT MACH NUMBERS UP '1'00. 84 7 
NACA 4-(5K05)-041 propeller 
(developed pion torm) 
nl 
2400 I 
Note : DImensions shown 
in inches 
lp,otform 11 )uncture- ! ~fJ:i b' J,~~==::::;::=;1r:;: 1 _____ ___ 360 T 
NACA 1-46.;:~\.1: 
spinner 17 r::: 6.58 Platforms aline with blades when 13,60° 
Single-rotation propeller-spinner-cowling 
Dis tance NACA Distance NACA Dis tance NACA 
from 1-46. 5-047 from 1- 62. 8-070 from 1-series 
leading spinner, lead ing cowl, leading inner 
edge of radius, edge oC radius, edge of Hp, 
spinner, cowl, cowl, radius, 
Xs r s Xc rc "l ri 
0 0 4.460 0 4.460 
.013 .156 .020 4. 581 .008 4.439 
. 026 .216 . 039 4. 628 .017 4.429 
.039 .264 .059 4.666 .034 4.415 
.066 .338 .098 4.723 . 050 4.403 
.132 .479 .1 96 4.834 
.067 4.394 
.197 .596 .294 4.925 .084 4.386 
. 263 .699 .392 5.005 .101 4.378 
.329 .793 .490 5.078 . 118 4.372 
.526 1.035 . 784 5.268 . 134 4.366 
.790 1.305 1. 176 5.478 .168 4.355 
1. 053 1.526 1. 568 5.651 .202 4.346 
I. 316 1.71 5 1. 960 5.798 .244 4.337 
1. 579 1.885 2. 352 5.931 .277 4.331 
1. 842 2.040 2. 744 6.052 .311 4.326 
2.106 2.182 3. 136 6. 162 .344 4.323 
2.369 2.313 3.528 6. 265 . 378 4.320 
2. 632 2.433 3.920 6.359 .420 4. 320 
2.895 2.541 4. 312 6. 445 
3. 158 2.645 4. 704 6.524 
3. 553 2.781 5.292 6.630 
4.080 2.938 6.076 6.751 
4.606 3.058 6. 860 6.846 
5. 132 3.151 7.644 6.918 
5.659 3.214 8.428 6.968 
6.185 3.250 9.212 6.996 
6.580 3.255 9.800 7.000 
Platform coordinates 
NACA 4-(5)(05)-037 prope ller Front Rear 
(developed pion form ) xp YP "p Yp 
n I 
3.482 2.890 8. 582 3. 655 
3.720 2.924 8.820 3.695 
3.920 2.992 9. 220 3. 760 
4.320 3. 167 9.620 3.825 
1 4.720 3. 220 10.020 3.860 
I 
6. 520 3.220 11.420 3.860 
6.920 3.317 11. 820 3.890 
7.320 3.411 12. 220 3. 950 
24.00 , 7.706 3. 502 12.806 4.040 
I 
'-- Sliding 
r, c 3.62 778 ~-~Model centerline 
. ~r. 4.80 1hrotlle 
2.80 Moss-flow and rom-recovery rake location 
































12 . 429 
13.222 
Platforms aline with blades 
when I3F,65°ond I3R'64 .2° 
Dual-fotation propeller-spinner-cowling 
NACA Distance NACA Distance NACA 
1-46.5-085 from 1-62.8-070 from 1-series 
spinner J leading cowl, leading inner 
radius, edge of radius, edge of lip. 
cowl, cowl, radIus , 
rs Xc rc Xi ri 
0 0 4.955 0 4.955 
.240 .022 5. 091 .005 4.939 
.337 .044 5.142 .009 4. 932 
.460 . 065 5. 184 .019 4.921 
.599 .109 5.248 .028 4.913 
.721 . 218 5.371 .037 4. 905 
. 830 .327 5.472 .047 4.899 
.977 .436 5.561 .070 4.884 
1. 151 . 544 5.643 . 093 4.873 
1. 380 .87l 5.853 .117 4.863 
1. 579 1. 198 6.032 .140 4.854 
1. 751 1. 524 6.188 . 187 4.838 
1. 906 1. 851 6.321 .234 4.826 
2. 095 2.1 78 6.443 . 280 4. 816 
2. 267 2. 613 6.590 .327 4. 808 
2.424 3.049 6. 724 .374 4. 803 
2. 570 3.484 6.847 .420 4.800 
2. 704 3.920 6.961 . 467 4.799 
2.827 4.356 7.065 
2.939 4. 791 7.161 
3. 091 5.227 7.249 
3.265 5.880 7. 367 
3. 398 6.751 7.503 
3.501 7.840 7.630 
3.571 8. 711 7.703 
3. 612 9. 800 7.761 
3.617 10.889 7.778 
FlerRE -L- -8k tches, coordinates, and photographs of the single- and dual-rotation propeller-spinncr-co\Yling combinal ion . 
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intermed iate to tll total-head rakes, and were onsLructed 
with the tatie tubes alternaLely eli placed cil'cumferentially 
to pl'eYenL flo\\- interference between adjace nt tubes. Th 
total- an 1 static-pre sure rake eac h contained eight tube 
dispo cd radially a('\"o the duel in a manneT su ch tha t Lhe 
annular a rea between adjacent tube was one-eighth of 
the total inlet area, an d the annular area bet\\' eel1 Ow tubes 
aL the exLremities of the rake an 1 the duct bound ries wa 
one- L-...::tee nth of the total inleL area. Oalibra tion of the 
total-head rakes indicated that the elTor in the measll red 
total pressure was Ie s than].O percent at angle of attack, 
with respecL to th e shieldin o-, up Lo 40° for M ach numbers 
up to O. 5. The tatic-pressure rake were noL calibrated. 
The co\\-ling used with the si ngle-rota tion propeller 
co ntained 29 flu h tatic-pre sure orifi ces located lc)]\gitudi-
nally with respect to the leading edge of the cowl as listed 
below: 
Inner-lip 
External slIrfac(', in. slI rfac{' . 
in. 
0 0.59 l. (:)(j 5. 10. 0 O. JO 
10 I 2. -15 G. 6 11. 0 .20 
.20 . \) 2.9-1 7.8--1 12 . 0 .29 
.29 l. I ;3. H2 . 82 1:3. 80 . ;39 
. :3!l 1. 51 -1. !l0 \). 80 I-J. 0 
The urvey rake 11 cd to detemun e the local velociLie in 
the propeller plane of the pinner-co\\-ling comj,inations 
contained 24 tatic-pressure tubes spaced with respe L to the 
innermo t tube as follows: 
~ 
I Vclocity-survcy rake, in. 
0 2. 00 7. 00 19. 00 
.25 2. 50 9. 00 21. 00 
.50 3. 00 11. 00 23. 00 
.75 4. 00 ] 3. 00 25. 00 
1. 00 5. 00 15. 00 27. 00 
1. 50 6. 00 17.00 29. 00 
TESTS 
The quan Lities measure 1 and the range of the parameter 
investigated for the various combin aLions are given in table 
I. All of the tests were conducted aL an angle of aUack of 0° . 
Each run of the propeller te ts wa made at a fixed tunnel 
::'lach number and blade angle, and also at a fixed throttle 
etting witb the cowlings in tall d, and the dynamometer 
rota tional speed varied to provide a llitable range of ad\' ance 
raLios. Each run wa initiated ncar the zel'o-LJu-ust co ndi-
tion and Lhe rotational peed ,,'as increased (o r decreased for 
negatiye thru t) until either the maximlml capacity of lhe 
thrust gages or torquemeter , or the maximum rota tional 
speed permitted by Lhe Lructural characLeristics of Lhe 
propeller, or aural indication of lalling of the propellers 
wa altained. 
4 





o 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 
Front blade angle, f3F, deg 
Fw (JR I~ 5.- The difference b(,L\\"cen the fronL and rcar b lade anglcs 
us('cl for the optimum ('(Ling of the dual-rotation propeller. 
Preliminary te t of the si:x-blade, dual-rotation propeller 
were made to cletennine the blade-angle setting of Lh rear 
componenL of the propeller required for equal divi ion of 
power bel\\-een the front and rear component of the pro-
peller when operating ncar Lhe advance ratio for maximlffi1. 
efftciency. The optimum blade angle difference, tJ.{3, deter-
mined from the e te ts i hown in figure 5 a a funclion of 
the blade angle of the fron L component of the propeller. 
, ub eqlle ntly, te t were made, a listed in table I, of the 
dual-rotation propeller aL both the opLimum blade-angle 
etting and the de ign blade-ano-le eLLings with tJ.{3 = 0. ° 
RED CTIO OF DATA 
MA CH MBER AND AIR-STREAM VELOCITY 
As di cu sed in the appendL,{, the tesL l1ach numbers 
given in this report are the average ~lach numbers over the 
eli c area of the propeller, determined by velocity uTveys 
made wi th the lynamometer and extended c~'lindrical pin-
nel'S installed in the wind tunnel (fig. 1). Neither the Le t 
~lach number nor propeller t ip ;"lach number were 
corrected for Lhe effects of tunnel-wall CO il Lraint on th e 
propeller lipstream. For test made with the cowli ng 
in talled, however, the te t ;"laeh number , local 11ach 
number, and corresponding dynamic prcs m'e werc cor-
rected for the solid-blockagc effect of the cowling by the 
method oJ reference 17 . In no ca e did the magnitude oJ 
the e solid-blockage correctio ns exceed 1 percen t of the 
un correc Led values. 
For th e computation of propeller adyance ratio and 
efficiencie , the air-stream velocili were corrected for wincl-
Lunnel-wall co n trainL 011 the propeller lipstream in accord-
ance with the theory of refer ence 18. However, the e 
tunnel-wall correc tion to the h'eam velocity were n glecLed 
in the computation of inlet-velocity ratio for the pinner-
cowling combinations with operating propeller. The ratio 
of thc equivalent frce-air velocity to the Lunnel air- tream 
velocity determined expcrimentall~~ using the meLhod of 
refercnce 1 is compared in figure 6 with the Lh oretical 
value compuLed u ing the theory of ref r ence 1. The c 
data weI e obtained only for the four-blade, ingle-roLation 
propeller operating with the 7.2-inch-diameter, I-sCl'ie 
spinner. The good agrcement , even aL negative thrust, 
between the expcrimentally determined value and Lhe 
theoretical valu e confirms Lhe validity of the method. For 
the tests made with the cowlino- installed, the air-sLream 
velocities were a1 0 corrected for Lhe solid-blockage effect 
of the cowling, again b~T the method of reference 17. 































,B ,deg M 
0 20 0.10 
0 20 .20 
0 30 .20 
6 30 .29 
'fl 40 .20 
t> 40 .29 









0 60 .68 
I:J 60 .90 
D 70 .68 
Q 70 .78 
0 70 .90 
~ I:J 0 -15 
.10 
'" 'V 




0 -t--t--t--t-- h 
v .96 
- A -.3 - .2 - .1 o .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0 
Thrust coefficient, Tc 
I-M2 
Fre BE 6.- Tunn I-'l"all-int('rference correction for a '~-fool-di:lmet('r pl'op('ll er in the Ames J 2-foot pres -me I\·inc! LunneL 
PROP E LLE R THRUS T A D T OR Q E 
Propeller Lhl'U t, a U ed herein, i the algebrai differ nce 
between Lhe longitudinal force produced by th prop eller-
spinner combination, operating eiLher alone or in Lhe pre -
enc of 1,11 owling, and the longitudinal force produced by 
th pinn J', imilarly alone 01' in tbe presence of Lhe cowling, 
aL Lhe same ail' velociLy, den ity, and cowling inlet con li-
Lion. The longitudinal force on the pinner and the 
thru t force due to pres UJ'e acting between the fixed and 
upporLed members of the dynamometer were measured and 
Lreated in th manner di cu ed in the app ncli'(. It may be 
noLed thaL Lhe 1'e ulLant 10ngiLudinal force acLing on the 
pinner aL all Le 1, condition, Lhat is, either with or without 
a propeller an I either for Lhe pinner alone or in the pre ence 
of Lhe cowling, were adju t cl for compuLational purpo e to 
correspond to a pinn r ba e pre ure equal to the taLic 
pre sure of the free tream. rrhi procedure determined 
the magnitude of tbe pinner draO' Lare force but had no 
influence on the propeller thru l. 
The torque produced in th propeller haft wa mea ured 
directly by mean of alibrated indu Lance-Lype torque-
meter de cribed in Lhe appendi.x. The mea ured tOl"que 
was conecLed for th mall Lare torque due to the friction of 
pre ure eal an 1 haft roller baring, a determined by 
calibrations wiLh the propeller remove 1. Total torqu for 
Lhe dual-rotation propeller i Lhe mn of the ab olute values 
of the torque mea ured for the frollt anel rear component 
of the propeller . 
co~ LI NG }'LOW SURVEY 
Inlet-yelocity raLio for Lhe t t made wiLh the cowlinO' 
in Lalled were calculated by Lhe meLhod of referellce 19. 
Conver ion of inleL-velociLy ratio, Vd1', to rna -flow ratio, 
ml/m, may be a ily lo ne, if lesire 1, by u of figure 4 of 
refcrcnce 19. 
The ram-recov ry ratio pre enLed a a fun tion of radial 
location in the inlet is Lhe ariUunelic average of the recov-
erie~ from the foul' total-pres ure Lube at each of Lhe radial 
location. All oLher values of ram-recovery ratio pI' ented 
herein \\' e1'e compuLed as an arithmeti average of Lhe recov-
erie at lhe 32 t Lal-pr ure Lub ,and are equivalenL Lo an 
urea-weighted average because of the eli Lribution of t he 
tube within th duct. 
The survey of the air stream in th vicinity of Lhe dyna-
mometer in Ii atecl the pre ence, aL ra Iii up to 30 inche 
from the tunnel center line, of adver e longitudinal pre ure 
gradient (hle Lo the dynamomeLer body) in the region where 
the cowling \I-a to b localed . To determine the magnitude 
of thi cfIecL of the d.rnamom t r body on 1,11 cowling pre -
m'e eli ll'ibulion , Lest were made with Lhe spinner-cowlinO' 
combination 10 aLed both aL it normal po iLion on the 
dynamometer and extended 2 feet up Lream of this position. 
The small difference in pre ur coem ients, g nerally less 
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than about 0.05 over lhe lengLh of Lhe co wling, obtain d 
wiLh the cowlino- in lhe t\\-O po ilion wele used as correction 
lo Lh pre ure coefficients on the cowling for ub equenl 
tesls of the spinner-cowling combinaLion in its normal 
location. 
']'he dala oblained in surveys of tlte local velocitie in Ute 
propeller planes of l he pin ncr-cowling com hi nalion \\-er 
COlT cted for small irregularilie indicaled by rake-alone 
calibration and for lhe radial veloc ity gradienl in the tun-
nel clue Lo Lhe influence of t.he dynamometer bod.\-. 
ACCU R ACY 
Analy i of the accuracy of the separate mca urt'ments of 
lln'u l, torque, roLal i.onal peed, and air- ll'eam velocit.\-
indicate that e1'1ors in the propcller cffiei ncil' reported 
herein are pl'obabV Ie Lhan 2 percenL. 
A noted previou ly, lhe test ::\Iach numbers Hl'e not 
correcled for the \\'ind-tunnel-waU conslrai n t on the pro-
peller slip lream. In the exact usc of lhe lata, the te t 
1Iach number may be conecled to the equivalent free-air 
::-Iach number, by u e of the ratio given in figure 6, wherever 
mall change in ::\ Iach number produce large chanocs in lhe 
re ult. . 
It may be noLed that in reducing lhe data obtained in the 
velocily mvey in l he propeller plane, no attempt wa 
mad Lo conect the static pre ures indicated by t he Lube 
of the urvey rake immediately adjacent lo lhe spinner 
surface. As a result, llle yalues of local velocil~- obtained 
at low inlet-velocil)' ratio may be omewhat in ('1'1'01' due 
to local angularity of the flow wilh respect lo lhe ntke. 
RESUL TS AND DISCUSSIO 
po l TIVE-T HR ST C H AR ACTE RISTICS OF P R OPELLER- P I N ER 
COMBI NATIO 
The variation, with advance ratio, of the propeller thrust 
coefficient, power oefflcient, eff'tci ncy, and lip 1I ch num-
ber for the variou propeller- pinner co mbinaLions oper-
ating at po ilive lhrll t at ::-Iach number up lo O. 4 arc 
pre ented in figures 7 and The eharaclerislic of lhe 
NACA 4-(5) (05)-041 four-blade, ingle-rotalion prop ell r 
and the J CA 4-(5) (05)- 037 i;x- and eighL-bla<lc, dual-
rotation propellers wi lh lhe N ACA I-serie pinller , and 
\\"itl! an opLimum /1{3 for the dual-rolalion prop(·ller arc 
pres en Lcd in figure 7. Figure pre enls the characleri tic 
of the JACA 4-(5) (05)-041 propeller in combination wiLh 
lhe 7.2- and 12.0-i nch-diameter, exlended cylindrical spin-
ners. The effecl of ::\Iach number, advance ralio, lip 
::\Iach number, and pinner shape on the maximum effi-
ciency of lhe propeller-spin ner combination at posili\-e 
lhrllst, as derived from figures 7 and ,arc summarized in 
figUl'e 9 t.o 12. 'rhe characlerislic of the N ACA 4-
(5)(05)-037 propellers with the 1- eries spinner , and wilh 
/1{3 at the de ign value of O. 0, arc hown in fio-Ul'e 13 and 14. 
Effect of Mach numb er on maximum efficiency.- Th 
effecL of 1Iach number on the maximum effi ieney of the 
\-arious propeller-spinner combinations, as shown in figme 
9, 11, and 14, arc imilar lo the result reported in refer nce 
1 to 3 for two-blade propellers. Propeller efficiency 10 e 
due to com pre sibilily effects occur with incl'ea ing ::-lach 
num bel', re ulLing in a reduction in the envelope efflCiencie 
from the relativel~- high value obtained at low peed. 
For the propeller of these tesl , the envelope efficiencie at 
low peed, ay at a 1Iach number of 0.4, were nearl~r equal 
at about 6 percent. Efficiency los es due to ompres i-
bilityeffeel were mall and accrued graduall'y up to a 11ach 
number of about 0.7. At lhis ::-Iach number, t.be fflCiencie 
wcre about 79, 83, and 2 percent, re pecliy I,\', for lhe four-, 
six-, and cighl-blacle propellcrs at a blade angle of 65°_ At 
::-Iach number greater than about 0.7, severe compressi-
bility 10 es, as oeialed wilh upersonic re ultant ection 
::\Iach number and co n equenL reduced eclion lift-drag 
ratios, OCCUlTed for the propeller at the blade angle of 
lhese te t , and the rate of 10 of rfficietlcy increa cd with 
increa ing blade angle. 
A shown in figure 10, which Pl'(' ent lhe variation of 
maximum efficiency with tip ::\Iach number for lhe pro-
peller wilh 1-serie pinner , the marked 10 e in effiei nc)' 
due to com pre sibility eifeels began at about the ame tip 
::\Iach number, approximately O. ,1' garclles of the numb r 
of propeller blade or of th blade angle . 
Effect of advance ratio on maximum efficiency,- The 
effect of advance ralio on the maximum efficiency of the 
propeller \\-ilh I-series pinner, shown for con lanL ::--Iach 
number in figures 9, 11 , and 14, were al 0 similar to re ull 
reported in reference 1 to 3 for two-blade prop lIeI' . A 
hown in figure 9, 11, and 14, hio-he t efficiencies were 
obtained at relatively high advanc ratios for operalion of 
lhe propeller at subcritical ::\Iach numbers. In contrast, 
it appear that for operation of lhe propellers at supercritical 
1 I ach number, high t efficiencies woull be obtained at 
lower advance ratios and lower blade angle. 
Eff ect of spinner on maximum efficieney.- Value of the 
maximum efficiency of the NACA 4-(5) (05)-041 four-blade 
propeller with I -series and extended cylindrical pinner, 
from the data of figures 9 and 11, arc compared in the fol-
lowing table (valu s in parenthe care e limaled by 
extrapolalion) : 
AI I-se rles 
spllll ler 
I 









Extended eylin- I-scries 
drical spillllcrs spinner 
d=7.2 ! d=12.0 d=7.2 
O. 6 0.86 O. 1 
.80 .80 .76 




-- ~. ---- --
-
P=60° P=65° I 
Extended eylin- I-series I Extended Cylill-drical spinners spumeI' drical spinners 
d=7.2 ! d=12.0 , d=7.2 , d=7.2 d=12.0 
O. -I O. 5 0.79 0.85 0.85 
2 .83 .79 2 3 
.76 .76 .68 . i .79 




.51 C.61) C.66) 
It is evident that the maximwn efficieneie of lhe propeller 
with the extended cylindrical pinner were considerably 
higher than tho e for Lhe propeller wilh lhe 1- eric pinner, 
and that the highe t efficiencie were obtained with the 
largesL cylindrical pinner. The increment in efficiency 
between. the 1- ri and cylindrical pinner gen rally in-
cr a ed with either increa ino- 11aeh number for a o-iven blade 
angle or incl'ea ing blade angle for a given. ::-Iach number, 
amounting to as much a 15 percent at the highe t ::\Iach 
number and blade angl . 
-..- ._--..... _ __ J._ ----., 
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FIGURE 7.-Po iLi\'e-t hru t characteri tic of lhe)l" A 4-(5)(05)-041 four-blad e, ingl -roLation propeller and t he N A A 4- (5) (05)-037 ix-
and eight-blad , du al-rotation propellers (op t imum 6P) with N ACA 1- ries spinners. 
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(a) N ACA 4-(5)(05)-037 six-blade, dual-rotation propel! 1'. 
(b) N ACA 4-(5) (05)-037 eight-blade, dua l-rotation propeller. 
FIGURE 14.- The effect of Mach number and ad vance ratio on t he 
maximu m effi ciency of t he du al-rotat ion propellers, at des ign il{3 
(0. 0), with N ACA I-seri f? pinner . 
It wa demon trated by the re ults of ll1' Vey of th local 
Mach numbers in the vicini ty of the propeller plane (di -
cus ed in the appendix) that with th e hort 1- eries pinner 
u ed with the single-rotation propeller , the local velocities 
on the inner portion of the propeller blade were con ider-
ably higher than the free-stream veioci tie. Calculations, 
using the m ethod of refcl'ence 20, of t hc thrust and torque 
loadings on the blade ill combination with the 1- eries and 
cylindrical spinner of equal diameter indicated that the 
lower efficiencie fo1' th e propeller with the 1- cries pi nne}' 
are probably due to the high er re ulLant 11ach numbers and 
the accompanying reduced eclion angle of aLtack, and 
hence to lower lift-drag ratio, for the inboard portions of 
the blades . Similarly, the differencc in the efficiencie of 
the propeller with thc 7.2- and 12.0-inch-diam eter, cylindri-
cal spinners are par tly attribu table to the different radial 
;'/lach number distribution in the planc of th e propeller 
with the two spinne]'s, and partl)' attributable to the en-
closure of a portion of the thick in11(,[, pOl·tion of th e propelle}' 
blades within the larger spinn e['. 
Limi ted tcst of Lhe NA A 4-(5)(05)-041 four-blade pro-
peller with the ACA 1- 46.5- 047 spinne}' and of the 1 ACA 
4-(5) (05)- 037 ix-blade propell er with Lhe ACA 1-46.5-0 5 
spinner (fig. 4) were made as listed in table 1. The r esult 
of these test (not pre ented herein) bow that the maximum 
efficiencies of the four-blade propelle!' wi th the ACA 
1- 46.5- 047 spinn el' were essentially the sam e (within the 
SI GLE- ADD AL-ROTATIO PROPELLERS AT POSITIVE AND JEGATIVETHR S'f A'l' MACH NUMBERS UP TO 0.84 25 
limit of the experimental accuracy of these test) as those 
for the four-blade propeller with the 7.2-ineh-diameter, 
1- eries spinner, and that tbe maximum e:fficiencie of the 
six-blade propeller with the ACA 1-46.5-0 5 pinner were 
generally about 2 pereent lower than Lho e for the six-blade 
propeller with the 6. 51-inch-diameter, I-series spinner. It 
i believed that the la ttcr result i again due to the inboard 
section of the propeller blades being subjected to higher 
velocities with the shorter ACA 1-46.5-085 spinner than 
with the 6.51-inch-diameter, I-series spinner. 
Comparison of the maximum efficiency of the NACA 
4-(5) (05)-041 propeller with results of previous investiga-
tions.- In figm'e 12 Lhe variation of maximum efficiency 
with Mach number for. the A A 4-(5) (05)-041 four-blade 
propeller, with various spinners, is compared to imilar data 
(ref . 2 and 3) for the NACA 4-(4)(06)-04, 4-(5)(0 )- 03, 
and 4-(3)(0 )-03 two-blade propellers with 13.0-inch-
diameter, cylindrical spinners. The Mach number at which 
los es in efficiency due to compressibility began was about 
the ame (0.7) for the NACA 4-(5)(05)- 041 propeller with 
the 12.0-inch-diameter, cylindrical spinner and the NACA 
4-(4)(06)-04 propeller with a 13.0-inch-diameter, cylindrical 
spinner, a might be expected in view of the small differences 
in camber and thiclme s between the two blade. AI 0 a 
might be expected for the thinner blades, at Mach numbers 
greater than about 0.7 the rate of 10 s of efficiency with 
increa ing Mach number was not so great for the ACA 
4- (5) (05)-041 propeller as for either the NACA 4-(4) (06)-04 
or 4-(5) (0 )-03 prop ller. The trend of the data indicate 
that at ome Mach number in excess of O. , the NA A 
4-(5) (05)-041 propeller with the 12.0-inch-diameter, cylin-
drical spinner would have a higher maxlllUm efficiency than 
either the NACA 4-(4)(06)- 04 or 4-(5)(08)-03 propeller. 
At the subcri ical Mach numbers at lea t part of the difference 
in maximum efficiency between the JACA 4-(5)(05)-041 
propeller with the 12.0-inch-diameter, cylindTical spinner 
and the J ACA 4-(4) (06)-04 propeller may be attributable 
to the difference in total solidity of the two- and four-blade 
propeller. 
Effe cts of ll(3 and of sealing the platform-juncture gap on 
the maximum efficiency of the dual-rotation propellers .-
Compari on of the data in figure 14 with tho e in figure 9 
how that for both the six- and eight-blade propellers at 
blade angle of 65° and 70° the maximum efficiency ob-
tained with a ll(3 of O. ° wa generally lower, by about 2 
percent, than with the corresponding optimum ll(3 setting of 
2.4° and 2.9° . As would be anticipated, at a given advance 
ratio the effect of increa ing the blade angle of the rear 
component of the dual-rotation propeller, in changing from 
optimum 6.(3 to a 6.(3 of 0.8°, was primarily to increase the 
power coefficient for the rear component. The power 
ab orbed by the front component of the propeller at a given 
advance ratio wa unaffected by change in the rear-com-
ponent blade angle. The total thru t of the dual-rotation 
propellers was greater with ll(3 equal to O. than with the 
optimum ll(3, but the thrust increa d by an amount propor-
tionately Ie than the increase in power absorbed by the 
rear component of the propeller. 
Limited tests of the si..x-blade, dual-rotation propeller with 
the 6.51-inch-diameter, I-series spinner were made at Mach 
numbers of 0.60,0.70 , and O. 0, with (3p equal to 65° and with 
the gaps between the propeller blade and the platform 
junctures (fig. 3) scaled. The result of these te ts have not 
been presented herein, but they indicate that ealing the 
gap of the juncture had no significant effect on the pro-
peller characteri tic . 
EGATIVE- AND STATIC-TH RUST CHARACTERISTICS OF THE PROPELLER-
SPI N ER COMBINATION 
Negative thrust.- The effects of Mach number and blade 
angle on the characteri tics of the single- and dual-rotation 
propellers when operating at negative thrust are pre ented in 
figures 15 to 17. The negative-thru t characteristic of the 
three propellers at a Mach number of 0.15, and of the dual-
rotation propellers at the higher Mach number, are in good 
agreement when compared on the ba is of equal total solidity. 
Thi is shown for the dual-rotation propellers in figure 17. 
It also may be seen from the data of figure 17, that there wa 
practically no effect of compre sibility on the negative-
thrust characteri tic of the dual-rotation propeller for 
tfach numbers up to 0.60. 
Static thrust.- The characteristics of the four-, six-, and 
eight-blade propellers at low forward speeds are pre ented in 
figure 1. The velocity of the air in the test section for 
these tests wa produced by tbe model propeller alone and 
thus varied with propeller rotational peed and blade angle 
as shown in figme 1. These data were used to determine 
envelope cmves for the variation of thrust per horsepower 
with power disc loading as hOWD in figure 19. Included in 
figure 19 i the theoretical ideal curve for the static condition 
from actuator-disc theory, computed from the equation of 
reference 21. For all power-elise loadings, thrust per horse-
power increa ed slightly with increa ing number of propeller 
blade. That the thrust-per-hor epower values for the dual-
rotation propellers are higher than those for the single-
rotation propellers is probably due in part to lower rotational 
losses for the dual-rotation propellers. At a power di c 
loading of about 20 the propeller produced about 3.0 
pounds of thrust per horsepower at n ar tatic conditions . 
Th experimental thru t per horsepower for the propellers 
was about 73 percent of the theoretically ideal value, but 
the data of reference indicate that these values might have 
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FI GUR E 15.- The negative-thrust cha racteristics of t he :;r ACA 4- (5) (05)-041 four-bl ade, single-rotation propeller, wi t h :;rA CA I-series spinner, at .i11= 0.15 . 
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C HARACTERISTICS OF PROPELLER. PINNER· COWLI G 
COM OJ ATION 
I 
Propeller characteristics in positive thrust. - The cbarac-
teri tics of the single- and dual-rotation (6(3 = 0. 0) propeller 
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m aximum efficiell cie ob tained fo r the propeller in the 
pre ence of the cowl were high er aL all ~Iach number and 
blacl e angle than tho e for lhe i ola led propeller-spinner 
combinations . For example, lhe em cieocie of Lhe various 
configurations aL a Maeh number of O. arc compared in the 
following La bulaLion : 
Proppller 
1\ ACA -1----(5) (05)-041 fo ur-blade __ 
~ ACA 4-(5) (05)-037 six-blade 
~ A CA 4- (5)(05)-03 7 cighl -hlacl e 
(3 
Pr opeller effi eicne.v I 
W iLh 
\Yith Rpinner -
pinner cowli ng 








T hi tr end would be expected , according to the discu sion in 
r efe rence 22, con idering the reduction in air- tream veloci-
Lie in the r egio n of Lhe propeller due Lo Lh e in Lerfer ence 
effec l of Lh cowling, a hown by lhe r e ull of a ir- Lream 
Ul'veys in Lh e propeller pla nc for the pinner-cowling com-
binaLion , pre enLed in figw-e 22 a nd in La ble n . With the 
propeller aL a (r iven s Lream ~Iach number , blade a ngle, a nd 
ro ta t ion al peed , th ese r educcd local veloci Lies due to Lhe 
in nu ence of Lhe owling leadLo h igh er bladc-section angle of 
aL tack a nd h ence to a n appa ren l increa e in boLh propellcr 
Lhrus L and torqu e, compared Lo Lh e valu c Lhat would exi t 
for the p ropeller opera Ling in fr ee a ir . Thi effeeL m ay be 
seen by compari ng th e da ta of figure 20 (a) wiLh Lho of 
figu re 7 for lhe four-b lade propcllel' , a nd lhe da la of figures 
20 (b) a n i 20 (c-) with lh e respcc li\Te da La ill figure 13 for th e 
dual-ro tat ion propeller . Sin 'c Lh e determination of pro-
pul jye Lh rusL was preclud ed by the impraclica1i t)- of m ea Ul'-
ing Lhe in crea e in drag of thc cowl a nd d)TnamomeLer par L 
with in lhe infl u ence of tb e propeller lip lream with Lhe 
dyn amom eLer arra ngem ent u cd in th e pre enL inve LigaLion , 
a nd since Lhe u eIul work don e by Lh propeller i defined as 
th e producL of Lhe Lhru t a nd th e fr ee-s lream velo iLy, 
effi ciencie compu Led for Lbe propellers u ing lhese apparenLly 
high er thru t valu es are thu greaLer than tho for Lh e 
i olaled propeller at equ al advance 1'3 Lios. 
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18 20 22 24 26 28 30 32 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 
Radius, r, in 
(a) K A C A 1- 46.5- 0-H spinll (,l" with 1\ ACA 1- 62. 8- 070 cowling. 
(b) K A CA J- 46.5- 085 spinn er with X ACA J- 62. 8--070 cowli ng, fronl p la ne of rotatioll . 
(c) K A CA J- -1-6.5- 085 spinner w ith ~ACA 1- 62.8- 070 cow lin /!;, rear p la ne of rotation. 
L<-1 
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F Wl' R E 22 .- T ypical radial dis t ri butio ns of LllP loca l \·(' Iacil." rat io at lhe propell er pl a nes of t he spinner-cow ling comb in a ti ons. 
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Th at Lhe differences between the effi ciencies of Lhe propel-
lers with the pinner-co wlin g combination and the efficiencies 
of the isolated propeller- pinner com bin aLions are maller for 
the dual-rotation propeller than for the single-roLation 
propeller m a:" also be explain ed with Lhe aid of the SUl"ve)-
data of figure 22 and Lable II . I t is seen from these data 
that th e interference efr ecL of tbe cowl on the single-rotation 
propeller and on the rear component of the dual-rotation 
propellers were qui e pronoun ced, with local velocities near 
Lhe surface of the spinner reduced a much as 30 percent 
from the free- tream vcJoeit)- at low inl e l-velocit~, rati s. 
In ('ont ra L, the cowl had a much smaller effect. on the flow 
at the front ('omponent of the dual-roLalion propeller , cau ing 
local ve lociti e over t he inner portio11s of the blad e to be 
redu ced on ly about 9 pcrcent. Thus Lhe favorable in terfer-
ence effect of the cowling in alleviatina the adver e effect of 
compre sibility on the propeller cbaracLeristics would nol 
be expected to be a large for the dual-rotation propeller-
spinner-cowling combination a for the single-ro tation com-
bination. 
It may be noted thaL with the de ign 6(3 of o. 0 , the fronL 
and rear component of Lbe dual-rotation propell er did not 
ab orb qual power when operating at the advance ratio for 
maximum efficiency. On the basis of the comparison of the 
data of figure 14 with tho e of figme 9, it would be expected 
Lhat the efficiencies of the dual-ro tation propeller would b e 
of the order of 2 percent higher than tho e mea ured if the 
propeller were opera~ed al more nearly op timum blade angle 
o that the two component of the propeller would absorb 
('qual power at an advance ratio near that for maximum 
effieiency. 
Inlet characteristics.- The effects or i-Iach Dumber, inlet-
velocit~- ral io, blade angle, advance ratio, an d propeller-
spinner juncture on the pr ure recovery at tbe inleL of 
lhe propeller-spinner-cowling combinations are hown in 
plOL of typical data in figures 23 and 24, and are ummarized 
in the comparison pre ented in figure 25. 
As shown in figure 25, the pressure-re overy charaeteri tic 
of the pinner-cowling combination with the propeller re-
moved we re not affected by compre sibility wi thin the range 
of Mach number covered in t ltis inve tiaation . Ram-
recovery raLio areater than 0.96 were obtained at all inlet-
velocity raLio greater than abou t 0.4 and 0.51 , re pectively, 
for the ingle- and dual-rotation spinner-cowling combina-
t ions. D ecrea ing inlet-veloci y ratio below these value 
led to abrupt and rapid 10 e in pres m e r ecovery du e to 
Lhicken ina of the pinn er boundary layer , as hown by th e 
radial di tri bu tion of pre ure recover)' pre en ted in fiaure 
23 (e) and 23 (f) . Th (' r ecoverie ob tain ed for the cowling 
with the NACA 1-46.5- 0 5 pinner were lower at all te t 
conditio n Lhan tho e obLained with Lhe shorte r ACA 
1 6.5- 047 pinner, a hown in figure 25. AI 0 , Lhe inlet-
vrlocit~- ra Lio required Lo a oid ('xce ive inl et 10 (' wa 
higher for the - 0 5 pinner than for Lll(' - 047 spinn er, that i , 
0.51 a compared Lo 0.45. ompa ri on of the pre ure r -
coveri es pr ('nLed h(' ['ei11 1'01' Lhe NA \. 1 6.5- 0 5 spinner 
in combin ation with lhe AC \.. 1- 62. - 070 cowling with 
those reported in rcf('r(,11ce 13 for a model of tbe ame geo-
mptric propOl"t ion sho\\' relaLivel.\" good agreement in pit (' 
of the difference brLween the two mo Icls in the location and 
extent of the inlet instrumentation and in pinner urface 
co n liti on (the pinner of ref. 13 had a smooth , COJl tinuou , 
pain ted surfare, whereas the pinner of the pre enl in v('sti-
ga tion had m achined urface and a eli continuit)- at the aap 
betwren tbe fl'on L an d rear compon n t ) . 
With the add ition of the propellers to Lhe pinner-cowling 
combinations, the recoverie in the cowling inlet were af-
fected not only b~r the pinn er boundary layer, as in the case 
with the propeller removed , but al 0 b.," the angle of atLaek 
(loading) of the platforms and inn er portions of the propeller 
blade, by the air {-low through the gap between the platform 
and the propeller blade , an 1 b~- other propeller interference 
effect . Th e comparison, in figure 25 , of the pre ure re-
('overies obtained with Lhe various pl'opeller-spinner-eowling 
combination at operating co n ~lilions near tho e for maxi-
mum propeller efficienc.,- how that the addition of the 
propellers, with platform propeller-spinner juncture, to 
Lb.e spinn er-co wling combinations resulted in a co n id erable 
derrea e in pressure r ecover.,- clue to the in teI"ference effect 
of t he prop Her. Al 0 , as might be expected, the inter-
ference effects of t he propellers ge nerally increased with 
increasing olidit~- of the propeller. A hown in figme 24 , 
however . for co nstant inlet-velocit)T ratios , operation of the 
propeller at combination of blade angle , rotational speed, 
and forward peed that increa ed the angle of attack, and 
thus the loading, of the platform a nd inner portions of the 
blade resul ted in increa ed l' coverie , exceeding a valu e of 
1.0 in the case of the dual-rotation propeller at low IIach 
number and high rotational speeds. For these operating 
co ndi tions , it i appar en L that the pumping action of the 
platform and ioner por tion of the blades added uffi cient 
r nergy lo thc inlet flow to overC'ome the energy 10 se in the 
pinner boundary layer . FiaUl'e 24 al 0 how that variation 
of propeller advance ratio had a con ide1'ably greater effect 
011 the pres ure recoveri es of the dual-rotaLion, propeller-
pinner-cowling combinations than on the recoverie of t he 
'ingle-ro tation combination at comparable operating cond i-
tions. 'everal factor may contribute to thi behavior, ueh 
a the higher oliclity, maller rotational losse , and higher 
[llatform-jun cture angle of Lhe dual-roLation propellers. 
Maximum pre sure recoveries for the propeller- pin ner-
co wling combination were obtained aL inlet-velocity ratio 
neal' l.0, a hown jn figure 25. Although decreasing inlet-
velocity ratio of the propeller- pinner-cowling combinations, 
at a constan t Mach number, blade anale, and rotational 
peed, tend Lo increase th angle of attack of the platforms 
and inner por tion of the blade, it is evident from the data 
lhat the 1'e ulting 10 se in energ)- in the Lhickened boundary 
layer were greater than the enera.\" imparLecl to the inlet flow 
by Lhe iner a cd loadings on the platforms and inn er propel-
ler blade ecLions. on equently , as show n in figure 23 to 
25 , pre me l'ecoverie in the inleLs behind operat ing propel-
le1 decrea cd with decrea ing inlet-veloc ity ratio , a for the 
sp inn er-rowling combin alion alone, bu t in it more gradual 
mann er and with Ie eli tin rt "break " in the l'ecoverie at 
low inlet -velocily ratio. Figures 24 and 25 how tha t t he 
pre ure recoverie for the val'iou comb in ation wel' (, e -
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Rad lol slol ion, r, in . 
(a) Propell er- pil1lwr-cowl ing comb inaLions, with id eal and platform junct lll'e., at J1IJ= O.30. 
(b) Pl'opell cr-spinncr-cow ling comb inations, with id al and platform juncLlII'e. , at J1IJ~O.40. 
Fi e LJRE 2:3.-T ypicRI radial distribution ' of ram-rrco very rat io at thc inlet of the spinner-cowling combinat ions. 
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Radial station, r, in. 
(e) Propeller- pinner-cowling combina tion, wiih ideal and pl aiform junciures, a t IIJ~O.60. 
(d) Propeller- pinner-cowling combination , with ideal and pl a iform jllnci ur s, a t lIJ~O. O. 
FIGUR E 23.-Contilllled . 
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(p) XA C_\ 1--16.5-047 spinl C' r wi t h X_\ CA 1- 62. 070 cowlin g, propell r re mo,'ed . 
( f) :\ _\ C.\ 1- -16.5-085 pinner wi t h X AC A 1-62. - 070 cowling, propell er remo,-ed. 
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(a) ingle-roLa Lion propeller-spinner-cowling combina Lion . 
FIGUR E 24_- The effecL of propeller ad ,' an ce raLio on t.he a" erage ra m-recovery ra lio a t th e pinner-cowling inlet, wi Lh plaLform juncLures. 
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(b) Dual-rotat ion propcllcr- pinner-cowling c mbinatioDs. 
FIGURE 2-L- oncluded. 
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rotation propeller-spinner-eowling combination at ..11=0. , 
J=3.7, and VdV=0.42 had a rccoveryratio of O. 7, wher as 
the dual-rotation combination aL ~1= 0. , J =4.2, and 
VdV= 0.50 attaincd recovcry ratio of O. an 1 O. 5, 
re pectively, with the ix- an 1 eighL-blacle propeller. 
The cIT ct of Mach number on the pre me reeoYerie at 
the inl t of the propell 1'- pinner-cowling combinations i 
hOlVn indircctly in figure 25. Oompari on of the 131' ure 
recoverie obtained for a spinner- owling combination with a 
given propeller, at a con tant blade angle and nearl~~ on-
stant advance raiio but at difl'er nt test ~Iach number, 
ho\\' that increa ing ::'Iacb number generally re ultecl in 
lower pres me reeoverie for both the ingle- and clual~ 
rotation propellel"-spinnel'~eolVling combination. That thi 
i lue to compressibility cfrect on the platform and inner 
portion of the blade is also evide nced by tbe fact that varia-
tion of}. [ach nmnber had the greate t effect on tll recovcrie 
of Lhe dual-rotation combination. A econdary e[cct of 
~Iach number, hown mo t clearly by the data for ihe dual-
rotation propeller, i that with increasing ::'Iach number it 
wa' po ible to operate the inlet to lower inlet-veloeit.\~ ratio 
b fore the abrupt 10 se in pre sure r ecovery were en-
countered. 
The 131' sure recoveries obtained for the single-ro tation 
prop ller-spinner-cowling combination 'with ideal and plat-
form propelle1'- pinner junctul'e are also compared in 
figure 25. Little difference exi t between the recoveries 
obtained with the two type of juncture, except for the 
lowe blade angle of the t l where the angular li con-
tinuity between the platform and propeller blade wa a 
maximum. The higher pre ure recoveries obtained with 
the platform-type juncture at thi operating condition 
may be due either to the fact that the platform juncture 
were being operated at a more favorable angle of attack 
than the COlTe ponding ection of the ideal junctur ,01' 
Lo th po ibility that the pinn I' boundary layer wa 
energized by a vortex generated at the gap b tween Lb 
platform and the blade. Evidence of the e po sibilitie 
is hown (fig. 23 (a)) by the fact that the pre ure rccoveries 
obtained near he inner urface of the inlet with the plaLform 
juncture were higher than those for Lhe ideal juncture . 
IL may be noted that, as hown in figure 23 (a), the radial 
variation of pres ure recovery acro the inlet of the dual-
rotation propeller- pinner-cowling combinations with plat-
for111 juncture showed the ame double peak, for a blade 
angle of 40°, as those for th single-rotation combination. 
Ideal junctures on th eight-blade, dual-rotation, propeller-
spinner-cowling combination weI' imulaieel in limited te t 
mad with the propeller blade alined with the platform 
at {3p= 65° anel with the juncture gap ealed. At a ~Iach 
number of 0. and at inlet-v 10ciLy ratio greater than 0.5, 
the recoveries obtained with the platform gap ealed were 
about 3 percent higher than tho e with Lhe gap open. 
Spinner-cowling pressure distributions.- The efl' cL of 
~Iach number, inlet-velocity ratio, and propeller operation 
on the tatic-pre ure eli tributiol1s on the external and inner-
lip urface of the single-rotation propeller-spin ncr-cowling 
combination are hown in fLgures 26 to 2. Th se data ho\v 
the arne general characteri lic a tho e reported in ref renc 
23 for other pinner-cowling combination employing the 
N AOA I-series coorlinate. In general operaLion of the 
propeller re ulLed in more po itive pressure coeffiei nL on 
the external urface of tll cowlina at all inlet-velocily ratio 
and :r.rach number, a compared with the ([i lribulion 
obtained \vith the propeller removed. The exLernal pre ure 
eli tributions weI' unaffe ted, at lea t for the inlet-velocity 
ratios of the L t , by the change from ideal to platform 
propeller-spinner juncture. 
The effect of inlet-velocity rali on Lhe criLical Mach 
number of the pinner-cowling combination j hown in 
figure 29. I. t an inleL-velocity ratio of 0.42, th mea ured 
critical ),Iach number of 0.79 wa somewhat hiah l' than the 
predicted value of 0.75. 
0 1 CL 8101 8 
An inve tigation of the AOA 4- (5) (05)-041 four-blade, 
ingle-rotation propeller and the AOA 4- (5) (05)- 037 ix-
and eight-blade, dual-rotaLion propellcr opel'atina with 
various spinners and pinner-cowling combinations at }./Iach 
number up to O. 4 indicated the followin a : 
l. The highe t }.Iach number at which the propellers with 
A 1- erie spinner operated without marked com-
pre ibili ty 10 e wa about 0.7. The maximum efficiencie 
of the propeller at thi Uach number were 0.79 , O. 3, and 
O. 2, r espectively, for the four-, six-, and ight-blade propel-
lers at a blade angle of 65°. The re ult indicate that for 
operation of the propellers at :Mach number greater than 
about O. , highc t efficiencies would be obtained at lower 
advance ratios and blade angle . 
2. ub tantiall hiah l' efficiencie were obtained for the 
AOA 4- (5) (05)- 041 fOUT-blade, single-ro talion propeller 
in ombination with extended cylindrical spinner as com-
pared to those obtained for th propeller with the AOA 
1- erie pinner, amounting to a much a 15 percent at the 
hiahe t ::'Iach number and blade angle of the e est. 
3. There were no significant effects of compre ibility on 
th negative-thru t chara teri tic of Lhe dual-rotation pro-
peller up to a 1 [ach number of about 0.6. 'iVhen compared 
on the basi of total solidity, the negative-thru t char-
acter! tics of the propeller were in good agreement. 
4. The thrust per hoI' epower produccd by the propeller 
at neal' static conditions varied with power elisc loading a 
cal ulated by actuator disc Lheory, but the mea ur d value 
weI' about 2 percent lower Lhan the ideal value. At a 
power eli c loading of about 20 , the propeller produced 
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Longi tudinol stotion , Xc /Xc 
(a) .iV=0.59, propell er removed. (b) M = 0.7!J, propeller removed. 
(c) .i1f= 0.59 , propell er opcrating, p latform juncLure8. (d) 11[= 0.79, propcller operating, platform junctures. 
FICUJ~E 26.- T ypical static-pressurc d istributions on thc exlernal su rfaccs of lhe ~ ACA .\ - 62.8- 070 cowling, singlc-rolation propC' llcr-spinncr-cowling combination. 
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Longitudinal sta tion, x;l.xj 
(a) 1 £=0.59, propell er removed. 
(b) .i11 =0.59, propell er op rat.ing, p latform j,;ncture . 
(c) .ilI=0.79, propell er removed ....... .:J--- t ____ t. 
(d) .i11=0.79, propell er operating, platform juncture. 
FIGURE 27.- T ypical tatic-pr sur di t ribu t ion on the inner-lip Ul'-
face of the N ACA 1- 62. - 070 cowling, single-rotaLion propell er-
. pinner-cowli ng combinat.ion. 
5. The max.'1mum efficiencies~obtained for the""propellers 
operating in the pre ence of the cowling were bighel' at all 
::'Ia h numbers and blade angles than those for the i olated 
prop ller- pinner combination , with Lhe difference in effi-
ciencies amounting to a much a 19 percent for the single-
rotation propeller at a ),{ach number of o. . Variation of 
cowlinO' inl L-vclocity raLio and changes from ideal- to plat-
form-type propeller-spinner junctures had no ignifieant 
effect on the characleri tic of the propeller. 
6. R am-recovery ratio greater than 0.96 were obtaine 1 
at inlet-velocity ratio greater than about 0.4 and 0.51, 
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(a) Propell er removed . 
(b) Propeller operating, 1-1/ ' -= 0.8. 
FIGURE 2 .- The effect of Mach number and propell er op raLion on 
the minimum pre m e coefficient on the extern al urface of the 
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FIGURE 29.- The eff ct of inle l-velocity rat.io on the critical Mach 
number of the NACA 1- 46.5- 047 pinner and NACA 1- 62. - 070 
cowling combination . 
ing combination with the propeller removed. D ecreasing 
inlet-velocity ratio below the e values resulted in abrupt and 
rapid lo e in pre ure r ecovery. Addi tion of the propellers, 
with platform propell er- pinner jUDctme , to tbe spinner-
cowling combinations resulted in a con iclerable decrease in 
pre m e recovery. Except at lo,v blade angles, where the 
angular di continuity between the platform and propeller 
blade \Va larO'e, only mall diff rence in pressure recovery 
were noted b tween operation of the propellers with iel al-
and platform-type propeller-spinner junctures. 
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APPENDIX 
THE lOOO-HORSEPOWER PROPELLER DYNAMOMETER OF THE AME 12-FOOT PRES RE WIND T NNEL 
GE ERAL ARRA TGEM E T 
kclche , coordinates, and pholograpbs of the ingle-ro-
tation propeller d:nlamOJ11eter arc pre enled in figure 1, and 
a cuLaway ,-iew of lhe internal mechanism i pre ented in 
flgure 30. The d:-'nam,omeleI' ha a raling of 1000 hoI' e-
pO \\Ter aL 6600 revolution pel'minuLe. peed contl'ol of the 
t \\'o-pole induclion motor i accompli heel by nwun of a 
yariable-frequency PO \\'Cl' supply. 
For Lile tesLing of dual-rolation pl'opellers, the sillgle-roLa-
Lion dynamometer was modified b:-- lhe in tallaLion of a gear 
box wiLhin the dynamomclerhousing and separate lorque-
meLe rs on each of lhe l \\TO concenlric p ropeller d ri ve bails, 
The lo rquemeter were mounted on lhe drive hafts beLweel1 
Lhe prop 11ers and lhe gear box 0 lha mechanieal los e in 
the O'ear box would nol be presenL in the mea ured lorque, 
The lwo drive shaH hadlhe ame rolaLiOllal pee(l. 
T he d~'namomelel' i made up of L\\'o major uba :semblie , 
lhe fixed external housing and lhe floaling dynmnom tel' 
ulliL, interconnected tl'uclu l'ally at l \,·o (lexure-piyot up-
POltS . The fixed exte l'lHll housing is comprised of lhe hroud , 
main hou ing, Lail cone, sliPPOl'L slruls, shroud for the box 
beam, thru t train-gag members, alld motor sLalor Lorque-
restraining member. The componenl of lhe fl oat ing d:-'na-
mometer unit are Lhe pinner, propeller-hub assembly , drive 
hafts, torquemeters , mOlor, box heam (for suppol'L of elec-
lrieal , lubricant, ail' , and eoolan t leads), inside member of 





Tu bes For 
3 Supporl Struts 
Equally Spaced at 
Pressure Meosuremenls 
The flexure pivoL calTY, in lension, lh ,eight of the 
(loaLil1g uuiL and provide re trainL again t laLeral motion. 
' Vhen Lhe flexure piYol and their supporL arc deflected 
longitudinally by a lhrust load, they produce a moment 
equal and opposiLe lo the momenl produced by Lhe weight 
of the floating dynamomeler unit. Thi a embly, a up-
port don Lbe fl xUl'e-piYoL upport , i lhu neulrally table 
longiludinally. 
Rc lraillL of lhe floating cl~'namom('Lel' uniL aO'ain t longi-
tudinal motion is accompli hed by mean of a pair of canLi-
level' beam wiLh train gages. The beams are fixed to 
the main hOli sinO' and linkcd lo lhe dynamomeLer housing. 
The l ink arc parallel Lo and equidistanL from lhe dynn,-
momelel' c('nter lin. 
T he manner in which lhe molor lalo], i moun Led in Lhe 
d~'namomelel' hou ing permit nearly fri cLioole 10ngiLudinal 
motion of lhe noaLing dynamometer uniL wilhout lhe motor-
stalor Lorque reaeLion being Lran miLL d Lhrough lh 
flexure pivol Lo lhe ftxed housing. The moLor stator i 
suppor ted on Lrunnion bearings and i ]'eslrained aO'ain t 
roLaLional movemenL by a pair of forked LOJ'que arm which 
arc atLach ed Lo Lhc moLor LaLor and fiL over a corresponding 
pail' of radial ball bearing supported by the fixed trucLure. 
The reaction force in lhe arms form a couple about Lhe 
center li ne of lhe dynamometer. The inner race of the 
radial beari ng al'e continuou l~' rolaled by a motor chive in 
1000 HP-6600 RPM 
Variable Frequency 
Trunnion Bearings Induct ion Malor 
Beam For Support 
of Electrical, Lubricant, 
Air and Caolanl Leads 










Mercury Pressure Seal 
FJ(1L" RE 30.- Cutaway \' iC',,' of the 1000-hor~epo\Y C' r . ingle-rotat ion propellC'r d~' llalllOl1lct('r . 
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order that· onl)' tbe diJYel'e)l e between. the rolling friction 
of the bearin cr i presenL in the tbru L ystem. 
ConLrol of the air pre ure in ide of the dynamometer i 
main Lain d during its operation. Air i introduced through 
the oil-nn L lubrication sy tem for the mOLor and chive hafL 
beal'incr . Air and oil mi t i scavencreel from Lhe dynamom-
eLer by vacuum pump. Three types of pre ure cal 
( ee fig. 30) arc employed to eparate the in ide of the dyna-
momeLer from the wind Lunnel. A flexible, neoprene pre ure 
cal join Lhe floatin g dynamometer uniL to the fixed hroud 
a horL eli Lance behind Lhe propeller pinnel'. A carbon 
ring, bonded to a molded neopr ne diaphragm and spring 
retained againsL the bad, face of th real' propeller-hub taper 
collar provide a pre ure seal beLween the dynamomeLer 
110u ing and Lhe rotating chive shaft. A mercury pre ure 
cal, beneath the box-beam sbroucl ancl the floor of the te t 
ecLion, separate lbe iuteri l' of the dynamometer from the 
wind-tunnel balance chamber. In adeli tion, for installation 
of Lhe dual-rotation propeller, molded neoprene ring cal , 
flxed to Lhe real' hub and bearing on a journal on Lhe front 
hub, s aled the dynamometer at tbe crap bet'ween the dual-
rotation propeller hubs. 
}JI electrical, lubricant , air, and coolanL lead entering the 
dynamometer pa s through airtighL packing gland in the 
floaLing member of the mercury pressure seal. The lead 
wing freely in a long loop from the floaLing member of the 
mercury seal to bracket which ecure them Lo stationar)-
trueLure in the balanc chamber. 
I STRUME TATIO AND CALIBRATIO S 
THUUST 
Propeller thrust, a notcd in RED1J TIO T OF DATA, 
is Lhe Lhru L of the propeller-spinner combination indicated 
by the can Wever-beam train gage lin king the 1i'(e 1 and 
floating portion of the dynamometer, plu the spinner 
drag tare force, and minu the thru L due to pre me acting 
between the floating and fi,\:ecl members of the dynamometer. 
The can tilever-beam strain gages, having thru t capacitie 
of either ] 500 or 750 pou nds pel' pail', were alibrated 
together with a self-balancing potentiometer, b:\' applying 
lmown thrust load to the propeller shaH with the dyna-
mometer, complete with all fau'ing, leads, and ho e , 
installed in the wind tunnel. All calibration clata were 
treated uniformly by u e of the melhod of lea L square , 
givincr straight-line calibration havi ng elTors in indicated 
thl'u t of Ie that 1 percell t of LllC applied load , cx-cep t for 
the small-load range (1e than 25 pound ) wher larger 
percentage elTo r would be expected. The pinner drag 
Lar forc were measured by operating the dynamometer, 
complete except for the propellcr blade , in the wind tunnel 
at velocitie , densitie ,ancll'otational peed nearl)" idenlieal 
to tho t for the propeller te ts. The pres me exerted on 
pinner urface iu ide and out ide the neoprene pre ure 
cal beLween Lhe £L\:ed and floating parl of the dynamometer, 
and in id an lout id concentri -ring lab:rrinths on the 
extended cylindrical pinner, were mea ured, and the 
product of the e pres Ul' and the area on which they acted 
were applied a corre tion to the indicated thru t. on trol 
------ -- - -
of the internal dynamomeLer pre ure wa maintained by 
regulation of the vacuum pump in a manner uch Lhat 
the pres Ul'e in ide the neoprene eal wa alway Ie than 
the pressure out ide the cal. The pre Ufe in ide the 
dynamometer was also m asm d at Lhree widely separated 
location Lhroughout the dynamometcr, and no data were 
recorded lID til the pre \U'e aL the e 10caLions and Lhe 
pres ure in ide and imme liately adjacent to the neoprene 
pressure seal w I'e equalized. Becau e of this pre SLU'e seal 
arrangement, it wa necessary Lo use ome reference pressure 
for Lhe spinncr ba e pre Ul' in order to obtain a valu for 
Lhe pU1ner d rag tare. The choice of reference pre me i 
ilmnaterial in ofar a Lhe propeller thru L i concerned 
ince, Ul applying the pinner drag Lare Lo Lhe Lhru L of a 
propeller-spinner combination, the reference pre sm'e appears 
in both term buL of oppo ite sign, and hence is elinlinated. 
Free-stream stalic pre ure was lherefore a Ulned a Lhe 
spinner ba e pre me, primarily for computational con-
venience. The pU1Der drag tare force for all the pin ncr 
exc pt the 12.0-inch-diameter, extende 1 cylindrical pinner 
include the kin-friction drag of the cylindrical portion of 
the d)'namomeLer behind lhe pinner, back Lo and including 
the co,,"e1' plate over the ncoprene pressure cal. The 
spinner drag tare force as e\' aluated from the lare run 
were found to be independent of rotational peed and, for 
co nstant Reynold number, dc'pendenL on Lunnel ::'lach 
numb rand inleL-velocity ratio onl)-. 
TORQ E 
The torque produced in the propeller haft i mea ured 
by means of General Electric Company variable-relucLance-
Lype Lorquemeter with capacilie of 00 and 400 pound-feet, 
re pectiYely, for the single- and dual-rotation dynamomeLers. 
Calibration of the tOl'qllemeLers togelher with potenti-
ometer were mad to deLermine the eharacteri tic of the 
Lorquemetel' when subjecLed lo torque load while stationary 
( talic calibration ) and wbile rotating (dynamic calibra-
tion ) . All calibraLions, both static and dynamic at con tant 
rotational p cl, weI' treat cl uniformly by the method of 
lea t quare, givu1g lineal' calibration having elTOI' in 
indicated torque of Ie s than ~~ percent of the applied torque, 
except io Lhe mall-load range . Repeated dynamic calibra-
lion at constanL rotational peed agrecd with on another 
wiLhin probable error of }~ perccn t for each in Lallation of 
Lhe dynamometer. The calibration con Lant for zero 
roLational speed a extrapolated from the dynamic calibra-
Lion showcd fair agreement wiLh tJ10 lope obtained in the 
LaLic calibraLion. 1'11 1'e were no ignificant diffel'ence 
between dynamic calibration made wiLh the propeller 
shaft roLating under combined Llu'u t and Lorqu loads 
an 1 dynamic calibrations made with no Lhl'Ll t load . 
ROTATIO AL SPEED 
A fr queuc)' meLer, having a an inpuL Lhe current produced 
by a variable-relucLan e altel'llating- UJTent generator 
m unted on the motor shaH, indicate th rotational speed 
of the prop ller drive haft within an accuracy of }~o percent 
in the peed range between 240 and 6600 reyolution per 
minute. 
~- _._---
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urvey of the local ::-lach number in the vicini Ly of Lhe 
propeller plane were made with Lhe dynamomeLer insLalled 
in Lhe wind tunnel. At radii of 0.17, 0.33, 0.63 , and l.04 
propeller diameters from Lhe dynamometer center line, local 
11a h numbers were m a ured at even station p e dover 
a longitudinal dis Lance from 0.35 propeller diameLer ahead 
of Lh propeller plane Lo 0.77 propeller diameLer behind 
Lbe propeller plane for boLh lhe 1- eric and extended cylin-
drical spinners. Local ::-lach number along the lu nel 'wall 
were obtained at 25 orifice spaced over a di Lance from l.6 
propeller diameter n,head of Lhe propeller plane to 2.5 
propeller diameter behind Lhe propeller plane. AI 0, local 
11ach number di t1'i bu tions on Lhe urface of Lhe 7.2-inch-
diameter, I-sCI'ie spinner and Lhe forebody of Lhe dynamom-
eLer were mea urC'd on a mock-up of the dynamomeL r . ome 
Lypical results of these surveys are shown in figUl' . 31 , and 
a ummary of Lhe radial varia Lion of local ::'Iach number at 
Lhe propeller plane of l'otatioll for the \rariou spinn ers is 
pre ented in figure 32. 
The reference ::-laoh number given in the e ftgure are 
average of Lhe local ::'lach number at the five ,,'all orifice 
on one side of the dynamomC'ler and immediatC'l~- adjacent 
Lo Lhe prop ller plane. 
In order to obLain a LhC'ol'elical confinnaLion of lhe radial 
and 10ngiLudinal M ach number gra lienLs mea ul'ed by 
Lunnel ai1'- tl'eam survC'y , lhe dynamometer body was l'epl'e-
en Led by a longitud inal ource- ink distribu Lion of varying 
LrengLh ina uniform flow fteld. CalculaLions of Lhe radial 
and longi tudinal ::-lach number gradient induced in variou 
planes by the a umed source-sink di tribution w('re made 
u ing Lhe equations developed in reference 24 , moclifted for 
compre ibility effecL a indicated in reference ~~5. The 
resul Ls of the e calculations conft1'm Lhe O'enC'1'al magniLude 
and Lrend of t he radial and longitudinal 1\1ach number 
gradiC'nLs and indicate LhaL Lhe radial variation f Mach 
number in the plane of Lhe propeller, for the l'xLended 
cylindrical spinner, was due Lo ih presence of the dynamom-
eLer body down tream of Lhe propeller. 
BC'cau e it was felt tbaL any difference in propPllC'r per-
forman e due to local eHecLs of Lbe I-series spinner on Lhe 
propC'ller flow fleld houlcl be chargeable to the propeller-
pinner combin:1tion , Lhe choice was made to ba e lhe te L 
::'lach number on the radial dislributions of local ;"1nch num-
ber obLained with Lhe 7.2-inch-cliametcr, extended cylindrical 
pinner. Accordingly, the Le L }.i(ach number wa Laken as 
Lhe average }'l ach number over Lhe propeller elisc arC'a, 
obLained by inLegraLion , within Lhe limils of th spinn er 
urfn,ce and the propellC'r lip , of lhe local ;"lach number 
hown in ftgure 32 (b) rrplollrd versus the square of lhe 
radius. 
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FlO UR E :32.- The radial varia lion of t he local :\Iach number at the 
propcll er plane of rol ation for \'ariou s spinners. 
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TABLE I.-TE T CONDITIO~ FOR PROPELLE R- PI~~ER-Co\YLI~G cmIBI~ATIO~ 
ReynOlds 
Propeller plLTner Cowl l' ropeller- )1ach flum- number fJ or fJF, deg l!.fJ Advance- Illlet-\'clocity Thrust )1casured quantities 
spinner ber range per foot, ratio range mLio range 
jLLneturo million 
~ !.:lg'1 ·rota4 7.20-in_-dlam., Off Ideal 0.10 to 0. 00 1.5 15 to 70 
---------- O. " to 7.2 ------------ Positive Propellcr thrust, torque, 






----------- -------- -- ------------
Static 
I-series I NACA 1-46.~H .10 to .20 1.0 -15 to 25 
----------
.5 to 7.0 
--- - ------ --
","cgallvc 
.20 to .82 1.5 40,50,60 
----------
1.3 to 4.3 
-- --------
Positive 
","ACA Ideal and . 20 to .83 ditto 
----------
1.3 to 4.4 0.27 to 1. 30 Positive Propeller th,·u t, torque, 
Hl2.8-{)70 platform and rotational speed 
j Inlct pressure recovcry and mass now Cowling surface pres-sure distributions 
OfT 
-----------
.20 to .83 
--------- -- ---------- ------------
. 26 to 1.33 
-------
In let pressure recovery 
and maSs flow 
Velocity surveys in pro-
peller planes 
Dual-rota- 6.51-in.-diam ., Off Ideal .60 to .80 1.0 65 Optimum 2. to 4.9 
------------
Positive Propeller thrust, torque, 
(ion, B=6 I-series 
j 
I'lat[orm .15 to .84 j 15 to 70 ~ 0.6 to 6.3 ~ and rotational speed • j j J 
.60 io .90 65,70 O. 2.9 to 6.7 
------------
Positive j .15 to I -20 to 70 Optimum .6 to 315 -.".---.---- Negath-"e . 60 to .90 65,70 O. 4.6 to 32.4 - ---------- Negative 
---------.--
-
- .-- 10, 15, 20, 25 Opiimum ---.-------- ------_.-.-. iatie 
N A CA 1-46.5-{)85 . 60 to .00 1.0 65 O . 2.9 to 5.0 
------------
Positive 
j NACA .30 to 0 j 40 to 70 0.8 1.1 to 6.9 .28 to 1.08 Positive Propcller thrust, torque, 1-62. -670 and rotational speed 1 Inlet preSSLLre recovery and mass flow Off ----------- .30 to 4 ------------ ---------- ------------ .28 to 1.09 -- - ------ Inlet prcssUl'C rccov ry 
and mass flow 
Velocity surveys in pro-
peller planes 
Dual-rota- 6.51-in.-dmm., Olr Platform .15 to 4 1.0 15 to 65 Optimnm 0.5 to 5.1 
------------
Positive Propeller thru t, torque, 
lion, B= I-series j j j 
and rotational peed j .60 to .00 65,70 O. 3.4 to 6.7 ------------ Positive j .15 to 4 -20 to 65 Optimum .5 to 34.6 ------------ Xegative .60 to .80 65,70 0.8 4.8 to 13.7 ------------ Negative 
------------ -.------
15,20 0 
------------ ------------ tatic 
NACA 1-4G.~ 5 NACA .30 to .84 1.0 40 to 70 O. 1.2 to 6.9 .27 to 1.06 Positivc Propeller thrust, torque. 
1 
1-62. -070 
1 1 1 
and rotational speed 
1 Inlet pre urc recovery Ideal .80 65 3.6 to 5.3 . 31 to .96 and mass flow 
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TABLE H .-LO CAL VELOCITY RATIO, V dV 
(a);:;[A A 1-46.5-047 i ngle-rotat ion pinner 
,--
-'1=0.30 .i\I=0.40 _'f=0.00 
Radial 
station, Inlrt-\·elocity ratio, FdV lnlet-velucity ratio, ' ·dV Inlet,velocity ratio, F,IV 
ill. 




3.47 0. 820 0.902 0.929 0.956 0.986 O. 15 0.904 0.927 0.952 0.983 0.836 0.852 0.871 O. 3 0.912 0.936 0.959 
3.72 .817 . 895 . 932 .949 .9S;! . 810 .894 .917 .945 .973 .828 .845 .862 76 9 .928 .948 
3.97 .822 .887 .9 14 .938 .965 18 8 .909 . 933 . 962 26 .840 . 855 .867 93 .916 .936 
4.47 . 8~3 .887 .9 .925 .948 .838 .886 .901 . 919 .942 29 .83 .850 .859 1 .900 .915 
4.97 .859 6 .900 .914 .930 . 855 .885 .898 . 908 .926 .841 .849 55 .8~ 78 .892 .907 
5.47 9 .910 .917 .921 .934 .883 .903 .908 .916 .928 65 .869 . 873 .876 95 .907 
5.97 .912 .926 .929 .933 .939 .906 .915 .921 .926 .933 90 .890 .892 .893 .902 .909 .914 
6.47 .925 .932 .936 .936 .939 .921 .928 .928 .931 .939 : 903 .902 . 905 .907 .912 .912 .919 
i.47 .955 .955 .959 .959 .959 . 9~ .950 .950 .9.8 .950 .934 .933 .931 .931 .933 .935 .936 
8. 47 . 974 .971 .97 1 . 968 .971 .97 1 .968 .968 .968 .971 .957 .955 . 955 .9M .955 .955 .955 
9.47 .983 .9 3 .980 .984 .980 .95 .982 .90 .90 .980 .974 .972 .971 .971 .969 .969 .969 
10.47 .9 2 .979 .979 .976 .976 .9 2 .980 .977 .980 .980 .974 .972 .971 .969 .967 .969 .967 
12.47 .998 .995 .992 .995 .992 .995 .993 .990 .990 .990 .9 7 .9 7 .986 .986 .984 .94 .9 4 
14.47 .997 .997 .997 .997 .994 1. 002 1.000 .997 .994 .997 . 996 .994 .996 .992 .992 .991 .991 
16.47 .995 .999 .995 .999 . 992 . 999 .999 .996 .993 .996 . 997 .997 .995 .995 .993 .993 .993 
18.47 .998 I. 001 1.001 .998 .994 .999 .999 .996 .999 .996 1.000 .998 .998 .99 .998 .997 .997 
20. 47 1.000 1. 004 I. 003 I. 003 1.000 1.008 1. 005 I. 003 1.005 1.005 1. 006 1. 00. 1.002 1. 002 .999 1.001 1.001 
22. 47 1.000 1.000 1.000 1.000 .997 I. 007 1. 004 1.002 1.002 I. 00·1 I. 005 1. 005 1. 003 1.001 1.001 1.001 1.001 
24.47 I. 003 I. 006 1.002 I. 006 I. 002 1.006 I. 003 I. 003 I. 003 I. 006 .995 .995 .995 .992 .994 . 992 .992 
26.47 I. 005 I. 008 I. 005 I. 005 1.001 I. 005 I. 007 1.005 I. 005 I. 005 1.00 1.00 1.00 1. 006 1.006 1. 005 1.006 
28.47 1. OO~ 1. 004 1.000 1.00·1 1.000 1. 004 I. 004 1. 004 I. 004 I. 004 1.008 I. 006 I. 006 I. 006 1. 004 I. 004 1.004 
30.47 1.001 1.001 I. 004 I. 004 1.000 1.003 1.005 1.003 I.OC3 I. 003 1. 005 1.003 I. 003 1.000 1.002 1.002 1. 002 
32.47 1.010 1.010 1. 010 1. 009 1. 006 1.007 I. 004 I. 004 1. 004 1.004 1. 007 1. 007 1. 006 I. 004 1. 005 1.005 1.005 
, 
,\[=0.70 j'f=O.80 11.£=0.84 
Radial 
station, Inlet,\'elocity ratiO, ",IV Inlet,velority ratiO, ,',OT Inlet,\"elocity ratio, V,IV 
in. 






3.47 O. 2-1 0.843 O. 60 0.875 0.907 0.937 0.799 0.826 0.845 C.864 0.892 0.909 0.787 0.813 0.836 0.854 0.883 0.893 
3.72 .815 .836 .851 .866 .900 .930 .789 .817 .836 .853 .884 . 899 · fi6 .807 .828 51 .877 .887 
3.97 .812 .827 43 .857 .895 .7 4 11 .82(; 44 72 7 .770 .798 18 38 ~ 73 
4.47 10 .824 .834 .84 .874 95 .782 03 .819 30 .855 69 · iii .791 08 26 46 M 
4.97 .824 .833 .840 .848 .867 5 .794 .811 .821 .830 49 .862 .780 .797 99 .824 41 4 
5.47 .848 .852 58 .860 .879 .892 .819 .829 .83t .844 .857 .8" .802 . 812 .825 .835 48 .851 
5. 97 .871 .874 0 1 .. 891 .898 .841 .848 .852 .857 . 867 .873 23 . 830 .837 .848 55 59 
6.47 5 .886 91 :890 .897 .903 .857 .860 .862 .866 .874 .879 40 .844 .850 .855 .860 64 
7.47 .918 .918 .919 .918 .92 1 .92-1 .892 .894 . 894 .897 .900 .902 · Si7 .877 .879 .00 7 .888 
8.47 .9·18 . 945 .9·18 .946 .940 . 949 .926 .925 .925 .92li .928 .927 .911 .910 .911 .916 .915 .915 
9.47 .964 .964 .963 .963 . 9G3 .9f13 .948 .947 .946 .946 .948 .946 .933 .93 1 .933 .937 .937 .934 
10.47 . 963 .961 .961 .9(il .9(il .960 .944 .944 .943 .943 .9·13 .942 .933 .930 .931 .933 .93 1 .930 
12.47 .9 I .979 .979 .978 . 978 .978 .967 .966 .964 .964 .963 .962 .955 . 954 .953 .9M .953 . 952 
14.47 .9 4 .990 .990 .988 .9 .987 .9 a . S79 .9ii .979 .979 . 978 . 971 . 966 .969 .9il . 968 . 967 
16. <J7 .99·1 .99-1 .993 .993 .993 .993 .98n .987 .983 . 983 .9 4 .983 .977 .976 .97" .977 .975 .973 
18.47 .997 .997 .997 .995 .99(; .994 .992 .989 .989 .987 .989 .988 . 986 .985 .92 .981 .980 .978 
20.47 I. 002 I. 002 I. CO2 I. 000 I. 002 . 999 .999 . 996 . 996 . 993 . 992 .993 .991 . 990 .989 .987 .986 .985 
22.47 1. 004 1.004 I. 004 1.001 I. 004 1.001 .999 .999 .998 .998 .998 .995 .994 .992 .990 .993 .99 .9 9 
24. 47 .992 .992 .992 .992 .992 .989 .9 6 .986 .983 .9 2 .983 .981 .9 3 .979 .978 .978 .977 .973 
26.47 I. 006 1. C06 1.006 1.0(11 I. 006 I. 002 .999 .999 .999 .999 .999 .995 .994 .992 .992 .992 .991 .9 7 
28.47 1. 007 I. 007 1. 007 I. 005 I. 005 1. 002 I. OC2 1.002 1.000 I. 002 . 999 .996 .997 .994 .993 .99; .993 .991 
30.47 1. 003 I. 003 I. 005 1.003 1. 005 1. 002 I. 004 1.002 I. 001 1. 001 1.000 . 994 .998 .997 . 996 . 997 . 995 " 995 
32.47 1.003 1. 000 1.003 1. OC2 1. 003 1.002 1. 003 1. COO 1. 000 1.000 1.002 .99 1.000 .999 .996 .996 . 996 .994 
I ) 






3.26 0. 949 
3.51 .953 
3. 76 .949 












16. 26 . 975 
I .26 .979 
20.26 .983 
22.26 . 9 3 










3. 51 .9.Jl 
3.76 .934 
4. 01 .928 
4. 26 .928 
4.76 .91U 
5.26 .920 










20.26 . 983 
22.26 . 985 
24.26 .984 
26.26 .991 





TABLE II.- LOCAL VELOCITY RATIO, TT l/TT-Continued. 
(b) NACA 1-46.5-085 dual-ro tation spinner, front plane of rotation 
M=0.30 ;'\,(=0.40 M=O.60 
Inlct-velocity ratio, VI/V Inl t-vclocity ratio, ' -, IV Inlet-vclocity ratio, V, / V 
0.39 0.52 0.59 0.0 1.09 0.31 0.41 0.51 0.62 0.~2 1.09 0.32 0.40 0.50 0.58 0.80 
--------------------- --- - - - ------ --- --- --- ---
0.959 0.963 0.966 0.976 0.983 0.945 0. 957 0.962 0.965 0.972 0.97 0.952 0.952 0.957 0.969 0.971 
.963 .966 .969 . 90 .983 . 947 .959 .962 .967 . 975 .90 .950 .949 .954 . 962 .9il 
. 959 . 963 . 963 .973 .983 .945 .952 .959 .962 .967 .975 .947 .950 .954 .959 .964 
. 945 .952 .955 .962 . 972 .933 .944 .950 .952 .956 .967 .935 . 9~0 . 945 .952 .954 
.948 .952 .958 .965 .972 .937 .949 .952 .954 .962 .967 .93 .940 . 945 .952 .955 
.942 .94 .94 . 958 . 965 .925 .93 .941 .943 .951 .959 .930 .933 .936 .943 .950 
.944 .951 .951 .954 . 964 .928 .940 .943 .946 .951 .959 .931 .933 .936 .943 .947 
.943 .946 .950 .953 .960 .928 . 940 .941 .943 .951 .956 .933 . 933 .936 .9,10 .949 
.940 .943 .943 .950 .956 . 928 .93 . 941 .943 .948 .956 .933 . 933 .936 .940 .947 
.942 .945 .945 .952 .955 . 930 .937 .940 .942 . 947 .953 .933 .935 .936 .9-11 . 9~3 
.941 .941 .941 .944 .951 .932 .937 .940 .942 .9·17 . 958 .928 .928 .931 . 933 .938 
.964 .964 .967 .970 .967 .952 .959 .964 .962 .964 .967 .952 . 952 .954 . 959 .962 
.963 .963 . 9~2 .963 .969 .957 .962 .962 . 962 .964 .967 .952 .954 .954 .955 .957 
.968 . 968 .968 .972 .971 . 962 .965 .965 .967 . 967 .970 . 960 .960 .958 .961 .963 
.971 .971 .970 .971 .974 .965 .967 . 970 .970 .972 . 975 .962 .960 . 961 .961 .965 
. 975 . 975 .975 .975 .979 .968 .973 .976 .973 .973 . 971 .975 . 970 .972 .975 .975 
.9 2 .92 .97 _92 .9 2 _ 976 .976 .978 .97 .978 .976 . 979 .976 .978 .977 .97(1 
.9 7 .9 7 .983 .97 .987 .9 1 .984 .97 . 984 . 984 .979 .99 7 . 989 .99 .987 
.983 .9 . 983 .980 . 983 .9 1 .98{ . 989 .986 .986 . 987 .989 .9 6 .9 6 .9 .9 
.996 . 992 .992 .989 .992 .986 .9 .991 .990 . 990 . 99 1 . 992 .9 .9 .990 .990 
.995 . 995 .995 .991 .9 .9 7 .989 . 092 .9 7 .989 . 992 . 996 .991 .993 .992 .993 
.990 . 990 . 990 . 990 .990 .986 .9 .991 .991 .9 . 991 .994 .992 .991 .9.2 . g92 
.990 .990 .990 . 987 . 990 .985 . 990 .993 . S90 .990 .990 .993 .990 .990 .99 l .991 
I .993 .989 .989 . 989 .993 . 984 .9 6 .9 9 .986 . 986 . 987 .991 .991 . 991 .99 l .989 
,'£=0.70 M=O.80 j\[=0.8~ 
Inlet-\-elociLY"aLio, F,fV InlcL-\'clocity raLio, F,fV Inlct-vc1ocity ratio. 17, / 1' 
0.40 0.50 0.59 O. 2 1.06 0.32 0.41 0.48 0.62 0.81 1.00 0.30 0.42 0.47 0.60 0.83 
------ - - - ------ ------ ------ ------- ----- ------
0.950 0.956 0. 963 0.969 0.970 0.940 0.945 0.955 0.961 0.965 0.969 0. 935 0. 944 0. 949 0.950 0. 961 
.950 .956 . 961 _ 967 .968 .93 . 945 .947 .953 .959 .964 .933 .940 .947 . 9~5 .961 
.9·14 .950 . 955 .961 _ 964 .934 _ 941 .9d7 .952 .960 .963 .929 .936 .942 .944 .955 
.935 .943 .946 .952 .955 .925 .930 .938 .944 .949 .953 .919 .927 .931 . 935 .946 
.938 . 9~3 .955 .955 .965 .926 .932 .939 .941 .952 . 956 .921 .930 .935 .936 .947 
.929 . 932 .939 .945 . 947 .916 .924 .928 . 935 .941 .947 .911 .919 .925 .931 .936 
.931 .934 .939 .945 .947 .918 .924 .930 .9-13 .944 . 947 .914 .922 .926 .932 .938 
. 928 .934 . 939 .945 .943 . 917 .921 .930 . 932 . 939 .941 .910 .917 .921 .926 .932 
.926 .934 .937 .942 .943 .917 .921 .928 . 931 .937 . 940 .910 .918 .922 .926 .932 
. 928 .932 .937 .940 .943 .917 .921 .926 .931 .937 .940 .912 .919 .922 .927 .931 
.932 .937 . 9~0 .945 .943 .922 . 928 .932 .935 .943 .943 . 917 .925 .929 .934 .941 
.949 .952 .955 .957 .965 .937 .940 .94 .94 .955 .956 . 933 .937 .93 . 9~5 .952 
.943 .947 .951 .951 .952 . 934 . 937 .942 .943 .947 .94 .926 .931 .933 .936 .941 
. 952 .955 . 957 .958 _ 959 .942 .942 .946 .94 .951 .951 . 934 .939 .939 .940 .946 
.955 .955 .957 .963 .965 . 942 .944 .946 .947 .949 .951 . 936 .940 .939 .940 .946 
.968 .968 .972 .969 _9 .961 . 961 .962 .963 .965 .967 .953 .955 . 957 . 955 . 9-
.974 .974 .976 .975 _ 973 .96S .968 . 967 .969 .969 .971 .962 .962 .963 . 962 .964 
.985 . 985 . 987 .985 _92 .97 .980 . S80 .979 .980 .90 .970 _972 .971 .970 .972 
.985 .985 .987 . 986 .982 .981 .981 .9 2 .982 . 983 .983 .975 .978 .975 .975 .975 
.986 .984 . 986 .9 5 .981 .979 .979 .9 0 . 979 .981 .9 1 .974 .975 .974 .973 .971 
.994 .991 .993 .990 .992 .9g5 .985 . 9 4 . 9 4 .9 5 .9 4 .977 .977 .979 .976 .976 
.992 .992 . 992 .992 .99 . 9 .9 .989 .9 . 990 .9 .97 .9 2 .983 .981 .980 
.990 . 990 . 992 .990 . 988 .989 . 989 . 9 .989 . 990 .990 . S86 .986 . S 6 .984 .9 I 
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Jr~0.30 
TABLE n.- LOC L VELOCITY RATIO, 1'z/ V-Concludcd . 
(c) XACA 1- 46.5- 0 5 dual-rotation spinner, rear pla ne of rotation 
)[~0.40 
T n leL-\'eloeily rat iO, 1 ',/ 1 . I n lcl-yclocily ratio, 1"./ 1 ' 
.1/=0.60 
I nlcl-velocily ratio, 1',/ 1' 
! ____ 1_~1~~~'~~~~~-~~~~~1-~-0.~~ 1.08 
3.7 O. i35 0.802 O. 18 0.828 I O. 62 0.902 O. i37 0.7 7 O. 05 O. 28 O. 55 0.897 0. 71 9 0.755 0. 799 0.814 0. 847 O. 
4.0~ . 740 . 17 . 17 . 830 .864 .90 .744 , 792 . 10 .830 .860 .97 .724 .757 .802 . 814 . 0 
4.2 .757 . S07 . 20 . 830 .861 .901 .754 .794 . 13 . 0 . 55 . 92 . 738 .764 .800 . 14 . 843 7 
4.53 , 764 .814 .820 .830 .854 .91 .762 . 794 . 13 .830 . -3 9 . 745 .77 1 .R02 .812 .842 . i4 
.79 1 .824 .830 .834 64 . 91 .785 IO .823 .833 ,0 4 .768 . 7 5 .S09 .819 .845 .874 
.816 .830 .836 . 39 .870 . 4 . 07 . 24 . 29 .837 .857 78 .788 . 02 .816 . 26 .847 , 73 
. 846 .859 . 62 .865 . 79 .893 .842 . 49 . 50 .860 .870 . . 21 . 828 .836 .842 .859 .876 
· 76 .879 . 2 2 .8 9 96 . 67 . 72 .873 ,880 .850 . &<;2 .857 . 62 . 74 .887 
· 89~ . 93 . F9G . 96 . 902 . 909 .890 . 90 . 890 .895 . 869 . 873 . 874 .876 . 5 . 895 
,929 . 929 .922 .92b .932 .932 . 922 .917 . 917 .917 .907 .905 .905 .905 .911 .916 
.9.<;4 .95 1 . 947 .947 .951 .94 .942 .9·1~ .942 .944 .93 1 . 92 .928 .928 . 928 .931 
. 974 .967 . 970 ,967 .970 .967 .962 .964 . 9.'i9 ,962 .961 .957 .957 .957 .955 .961 
· 973 . 97:l . 972 . 966 . 969 . 966 . 971 . 9 . 969 . 963 . 967 . 964 . 964 . 964 . 962 . 966 
.97.5 .97 .975 .975 .975 .9il .973 .973 . 973 .973 .975 .973 .973 . 72 .972 .974 
.986.986 .96.983 .983 .983 . 98'J .982.92.984 .95.94.94.984 .984 .987 
.9 5 . 985 .985 . 982 . 982 .982 .9 I .983 .978 . 981 .9 4 .983 .983 .983 .9 . .986 
.984.984.984 .984 .9 1 .984.982.90.9. 0.980 .98.990.9 .986.96 .990 
· 993 . 990 . 9 7 . 987 . 987 . 9 . . 9 9 . 9 9 . 986 . 989 . 996 . 994 . 992 . 990 . 992 . 996 
.96 .92 .92 .979 .982 .979 . 985 .983 .983 .95 .991 .989 .99 .99 1 .989 .995 
.99.5 .99.5 .991 .98 .991 .9 .99 .97 .987 .989 .997 .992 .994 . 99·1 .994 .997 
.991 . 995 .995 .991 .995 .991 .989 .989 . 989 .992 .995 . 995 .995 .995 .995 . 997 
.990 .990 . 990 .987 .994 .987 .9 .991 .9 .991 .996 .99-1 .994 .994 .996 .997 
· 9 6 . 986 . 986 . 9 6 . 989 . 986 . 990 . 990 . 987 . 9 7 . 992 . 990 . 990 . 992 . 992 . 99.5 
.989.989.989.989.989.99 .986.986 .984.984 .990.990.990 .990 .990 .995 
----
lV~0.70 ;\f~0. 0 .\{~O. 4 
n adial 
station, I nlel-\'clocil,' ratio, 1 ',/ 1' I n lcl-\'clocily ratio, 1',/ 1- I n let-\'clocity rU(io, 1',/11' 
in. 
--- --
0.27 0.39 0.49 0.61 0.83 1.05 0.30 0.41 0.50 0.6 1 O. 1 1.00 ~I~ 0.50 0.62 ~I 0.95 
-------------------------------------- ---'---
0.701 0.745 0. 7 4 0.80 0. 839 0.864 0.704 0.754 0.770 0.817 0.745 0.755 0.782 0.8J9 
. 706 .750 .775 .808 .841 .864 .708 .756 .769 .815 .745 .755 .780 15 
. 71 8 . 751 . 7 6 00 .835 .858 .714 .754 .770 .815 .745 .753 .778 14 
.727 .756 . 786 :80-1 .832 .853 .7 18 .754. .769 .8 11 .745 .702 .776 12 
.746 .769 .793 .808 .833 .855 .735 .762 .774 14 .755 . 76 l .7 1 J2 
.no .786 .799 .814 .835 .850 .753 .772 .782 .815 .762 .769 .7 6 .. 10 
. 802 08 .820 .826 . 845 56 . 783 .795 .799 .825 .7 . 799 19 
.830 . 834 .84 1 .846 .857 : 865 .807 .815 18 .835 .803 15 28 
.853 .855 .855 .861 . 869 . 876 .827 .833 .837 49 .820 : 827 40 
7.7 .893 .891 91 .892 . 895 .89 • R72 .869 70 75 55 .860 .864 
8.78 .919 .910 .912 .912 . 911 .916 94 .894 : 895 98 4 .886 
9. 7 .952 . 943 .948 .9·15 .947 .948 .932 .932 .931 .931 : 920 .919 .919 
10.7 . 956 .954 .948 . 952 . 953 . 952 . 939 .936 . 936 .936 .927 .925 . 922 
12. 7 .970 .966 . 964 .964 .964 .964 .954 .954 .952 . 950 .943 . 943 . 941 
14.7 .983 .979 .981 .9 1 .977 .976 .972 .969 .968 .966 .964 .963 .957 
16.7 .985 . 982 .981 . 9 I .980 .97 .976 .975 .975 .972 . 968 . 968 . 963 
18.7 .9 9 . 987 .985 . 987 .985 .985 .982 .9 1 .9 2 .979 .977 .975 . 972 
20.7 .997 .990 .993 . 991 .989 .990 . 991 .9 .9 .986 .9 2 .981 .976 
22.7 .994 .990 .992 .989 .991 .989 .990 . 9 . 990 .986 .9 2 .9 I .978 
24.78 .995 .991 .992 89 .990 .991 .9 .9 . 988 .984 .984 .980 .976 
26.78 .997 .994 .994 . 993 .995 .994 .9 . 991 .990 .9 7 .986 . 987 . 979 
2 . 78 .998 .997 .995 .995 .993 .994 .992 . 993 .993 .9 9 .989 .9 7 .92 
30.7 .997 .994 . 992 .992 .990 .992 .996 .996 .993 .992 . 992 .990 .985 
32.7 .993 .992 .990 .993 . 990 .989 . 991 .990 .991 .986 .9 5 .9 5 .978 
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